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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this _.study a model which estimated the social economic return

to the investment in undergraduate education· was developed and tested.
Methods were developed-- to determine all moneta:r:y~ cost, revenue and rate

of return to the investment in the undergraduate education of a male

.

graduating class of

a

university.

with regard to all of society

as

The cost and revenue was calculated
opposed to the calculation of private
r

return which would consider only the cost and revenue accruing to the

individual being educated.
· The model was tested by the empirical estimate of the social

economic return to the investment in the undergraduate education of
the males who began study at South Dakota State University (then South
Dakota State College) _in either July or September 1958, graduated with
a Bachelor's degree in June 1962, and received no further academic

degrees.

The model was used to determine the economic cost, reve_nue

received, future expected revenue, and the rate of return to the i nvestment in the college education of the selected population of
graduates.
The majority of studies of the economic return to investment in

education deal with all levels of education.

This study dealt with

only one level of education because the desired result was to provide

financial information for a specific educational investment.

Other

studies have been concerned with a specific graduating class of an

.

2

educational institution.

This study is different in that it makes use

of multiple regression analysis to determine the portion of the graduates' income that is revenue attributable to his college education.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Colleges and universities compete fo~ financial resources. with
other societal needs such as defehse, transportation, health, welfare,
and recreation.

Any expenditure for education has an alternative use

in some other activity.

Both education and the alternative activity

would produce financial and non-financial benefits.

Comparison of the

- non-financial benefits must almost always be subjective.

The purpose

of this study ·is to make possible an objective comparison of the
financial benefits.
Empirical estimates of the financial benefits are available for

expenditures in most activities; however, no estimates of the financial
benefits are available for specific investrr.ents in education.

The

decision maker is forced to determine a subjective estimate of t he

financial return to an educational investment before a comparison can
be .made.

The model presented here is intended to fill one portion of

~is informational gap by providing a method to .determine an estimate
of the financial return from an investment in undergraduate educa tion
at a,speci~ic institution.
It must be emphasized that this study does not intend to imply
that the comparison of financial benefits should necessarily be the

3

dominant factor in investment decisions of societal needs.

However,

comparison of financial benefits is one factor that should be considered in all decisions concerning alternative investments, and the
purpose of this study is to make this comparison possible . by providing
methods to produce financial information about specific educational
investments.

PREVIOUS S1UDIES
Theodore Schultz 1 estimated the resources entered into education
in the United States from 1900 to 1956.

Costs were con_sidered to be:

(1) the opportunity cost of the earnings foregone by the students while

attending school, and (2) the cost of the resources necessary to pro-

vide schools.

Schultz's work 'is important because it documented the

increase over time in investment in human capital, especially in

secondary and higher education.

It is also important because Schultz

introduced earnings foregone by students as an important part of the
cost of education.

1rheodore w. Schultz, "Capital Formation by Education," Journal
of Political Economy, LXVIII (December, 1960), 571-83.

w.

Lee Hanson 2 combined the works of Herman P. Miller3 , H.

s.

Houthakker4 , Theodore W._ Schul tz 5 , and Gary S. Becker 6 to estimate the

public and private rates of return to investment in all levels .of
schooling.

Hanson used parts of each of the above authors' works to

calculate the rates of return. _He also emphasized the advantages of
the use of the internal rate of return method of calculation when an

educational expenditure is treated as an investment.
Gary S. Becker7 presented both. a theoretical and empirical model.

Becker's theoretical analysis

ten to date.

is perhaps the most complete model writ-

His model is directed to on-the-job-training, but much

of the theory applies to all types of education.

Becker's emperical

study provides a calculation of the money rates of return to white

male college graduates for 1939 and 1949.

The main contribution of

bis empirical presentation is the emphasis placed on the opportunity

cost of capital as a major cost of schooling.

w.

2

Lee Hanson, "Total and Private Rates of Return to Investment

in Schooling~" Jour·nal of Political Economy, LXXI (April, 1963), 128 -40.

3Hennan P. Miller, "Annual and Lifetime Income in Relation to
Education," American Economic Review, L (December, 1960), 962-86.

4H. s. Houthakker, "Education and Income," Review of Economics
and Statistics, XLI (February, 1959), 24-28.
_ _ 5 schul tz, loc. cit.
6Gary. _S . Becker, "Underinvestment in College Education?"

American

Economic Review, L (May, 1960), 346-54.
7Gary s. Becker, Human Capital: A Theoretical and Emperical
Analysis with Special Reference to Education (New York: National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1964).

5

Goria Hanoch 8 conducted an analysis of male earnings using a
1/lOOOth sample of the 1960 census.

Hanoch applied a multivariate

analysis, with earnings as the dependent variable, and schooling as
one of eight independent variables.

This analysis was applied to 24

groups defined by race, region and age.

From the results of the analy-

sis, Hanoch developed for each race-region an age-expected income

profile for each of eight classes of education.

He then calculated

the marginal rate of return to each class of education, using the

"crude" assumption that the only cost to education is foregone earnings.
Dael Wolfe and Joseph G. Smith9 surveyed 8,435 pers-ons with
superior high school records twenty years after high school graduation
to determine how differences in education affected the earnings of
high school graduates of equal ability or of comparable family back-

ground.

Wolfe and Smith found that the more education completed, the

better chance the graduates had of both working in a highly · skilled pro-

fession and receiving higher wages .

Within each level of schooling,

men with higher percentile rank in high school and with higher

intellegence-test scores were more likely to have higher wages and
work in a profession.

Father's · cccupation affected the probability of

the individual attending college.

Men with pr_o fessional fathers were

8Goria Hanoch, "An Economic Analysis of Earnings and Schooling,"
Journal of ·Human Resources, II (Summer, 1967), 310-29.
9oael Wolfe and Joseph G. Smith, "The Occupational Value of
Education for St.1perior High School Graduates," Journal of Higher
Education, April, 1956, PP· 201-12.

6

more likely to attend college than those with non-professional fathers.
Within each level of schooling, Wolfe and Smith found little relation
between the individual's father's occupation and the individual's

occupation; however, those who had professional men as fathers earned
more than those in the same educational level who were not sons of

professional men.
Werner

z.

Hirsch and Elbert

w.

Segelhorst10 estimated the present

value of a singl~ year of primary-secondary education in Clayton,
Missouri.

Data were drawn from 238 heads of households who were
\

twenty-one years and older and had less than a college education.
These data were submitted to a multivariate analysis using income as
the dependent variable and years of schooling as one of the independent

variables.

The regression equation derived from the multivariate anal-

ysis explained 40 per cent of the income variation, with education

explaining 12 per cent of the income variations.

The constant annual

increment benefit figure derived from the multivariate analysis was
adjusted for mortality and discounted at rates of three and one-half,
five and ten per cent to determine the present value of a year of

primary-secondary education.

lOwerner z. Hirsch and Elbert w. Segelhorst, "Incremental Income
Benefits of Public Education," Review of Economics and Statistics,
XLVII (November, 1965), 392-99.

7

Ager B. Carrol and Loren A. Ihnen 11 compared the earnings of

graduates of a two year technical school with earnings of their high
school graduate counterparts.

The study is somewhat unique in that

it was patterned after a controlled experiment.

Each technical school

graduate was paired with a non-technical school graduate counterpart
with the same high school academic record and family background.

The

high school graduates were used as the control group while the techni-

cal school gradu~tes were the experimental group.

Rolf Craft 12 estimated the private and social rate of return to
the males receiving their Bachelor's degree from Iowa State University

in 1963.

Craft used surveys accomplished in 1958 and 1963 of Iowa farm

boys who graduated from high school in 1958, and a survey of 1956-57

Iowa State graduates to determine revenue from college education.
Craft determined the Iowa State graduates' income trend from the 195657 graduates survey.

This trend and the first year's income of the

surveyed 1963 Iowa State graduates were used to estimate the lifetime
income of the 1963 graduates.
~

Craft defined the cost of education to

be direct costs plus opportunity costs.

Craft developed procedures

for estimating the direct costs·-of administrative overhead, instruction,

llAger B. Carrol and Loren A. !hen, Costs and Returns for Inves t- ·
ment in Technical School ing by a group of North Carolina High Sc hool
Graduates, Economic Research Report, No. 5 (Raleigh: Department of
Econornics,-_North Carolina State University at Raleigh, 1967).
12Rolf v. Craft, "Variations in the Costs and Income Benefits
of Undergraduate Education at Iowa State University," (unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Iowa State University, 1968).

8

building depreciation and repair, equipment depreciation and repair,

transportation, books and supplies, and the library.

Opportunity

costs of education were considered to be the cost of income foregone,
which was defined as the high school graduates' income minus the college students' average earnings while in school.

Combining the cost

and expected earnings data, Craft calculated an averag.e private return

of 19.4 per cent and a social return of 17.9 per cent.

Daniel

c.

Rogers 13 calculated the private return to education

using a sample of 1,827 Connecticut and Massachusetts males who were

in the eighth or ninth grade in 1935.

Rogers employed a multiple re-

gression analysis using earnings from 1950, 1955, 1960, and 1965 as
the dependent variables, and six increments of education as one of nine

independent variables.

Using these regression equations, Rogers deter-

mined the average earnings and lifetime earnings associated with each

educational increment.

Using approximated national averages for the

costs of education absorbed by the student in respective private or
?,Jblic schools, Rogers then calculated the private rate of return for

each of the six increments of education.
The South Dakota Commission · on Higher Education 14 developed a

"Cost Allocation System" for direct costs of university education as

13oaniel c. Rogers, "Private Rates of Return .to Education in the
United States: A Case Study," Yale Economic Essays, IX (Spring, 1969),
89-134.
14south Dakota Commission on Higher Education, Costs and South
Dakota Hiaher Education, (Pierre, South Dakota, 1969).

9

part of a proposed comprehensive information system.

Procedures were

provided for the allocation of the current costs of a university's ·
equipment, physical plant, administration, student services, library
and auxiliary enterprises (dining halls, dormitories, bookstores, etc.)

to provide information for future planning and budgeting.

STIJDY OVERVIEWS
A general discussion of the concept of human capital .and of human

capital formation is presented in Chapter 2.

The general model used is

to estimate the social monetary rate of return to the investment in
the college · education of a male graduating class of a university.

The

speci:fic empirical model which is used to estimate the social rate of

return to the investment in a graduating class of South Dakota State

University is presented in Chapter 4.
presented in Chapter 5.

The summary and conclusions are

CHAPTER II
.HUMAN CAPITAL FORMATION
Th.is study is an application of one portion of the theory of hu-

man capital, specifically the return to investment in formal education.

The general concept of human capital, including the definition of human capital, the uses :o f theory, the types of human capital and human
capital~s distinguishing features ar~ discussed in this chapter.

The

specific area of formation of human capital by investment in fonnal
education will be discussed including the costs, benefits and rates of
return.

The chapter will conclude with a description of some of the

controversy that exists about the application of the theory of human
capital.

CONCEPT OF HUMAN CAPITAL
Interest in the concept of human capital has had a recent revival,
largely due to the work of Theodore

w.

Schultz. 1

Interest in the con-

cept had diminished after Alfre~ Marshall called it unrealistic because

it " ••• seems to take too little account of the necessity for keeping

_
1,2

realistic discussions in touch with the language of the market place ••• '

lsee .-t he Bibliography for partial list of works by Theodore W.
Schultz.
2Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics (9th ed.; New York:

Macmillian Company, 1961), P· 788.

The

11

Hist9rically, the idea of human capital is almost as old as the discipline of economics itself • .Early economists who discussed the concept
of human capital include Petty, Smith, Say, Senior, List, von Thunen,
Walras and Fisher. 3

Schultz credits Irving Fisher with the development of a concept
of capital which includes human capital.
This concept treats all sources of income streams as
fonns of capital. These sources include not only such material forms as natural resources and reproductive producer
and consumer goods and commodities but also such human ·
forms as the inherited and acquired abilities of producers
and consumers. 4

'\ .

Including human capital in the definition of capital has two
advantages.
, weal th.

First, it provides a more precise m·e asurement of national

The practice of not including human ·capital when measuring

economic activity has caused a number of biases, including:

(1) an

overemphasis on material sources of income streams, (2) mistaken inference that the real capital-income ratio is necessarily declining
over time when the observed ratio of material capital to income falls,

(3) the failure to measure quality improvements in material and human
production factors, and (4) the lack of success from some countries'
investment programs which neglected the human inputs needed in

. 3B. F~ Kiker, "The Historical Roots of the Concept of Huma n
Capital," Journal of Political Economy, LXXIV (October, 1966), 481.
4 Toeodore

w.

Schul tz, "Capital, Human," International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (1968), II, 278.
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production. 5

The second advantage in including human capital in the

definition of capital Is that it provides a theoretical basis for
analyzing the various activities that develop and augment human abili-

. •6 .
t ies
The majority of studies of human capital concentrate on the

analysis of formally organized activities that ·develop or augment human abilities.

Schultz has divided these activities into five major

ca tagories:

••• (1) health facilities and services broadly conceived

to include all expenditures that affect the life expectancy,
strength and stamina, and the vigor and vitality of a people;
(2) on-the-job..:training, including old-style apprenticeship
organized by finns; (3) formally organized education at the
elementary, secondary, and higher levels; (4) study programs
for adults that are not organized by firms including extension
programs, notably in agriculture; (5) migration of individuals
and families to adjust to changing job opportunities. 7
Four basic differences exist between investment in physical

capital and investment in activities that produce human capital.
First, the return from a specific investment in human capi tci 1 is ex-.

tremely uncertain.

The second difference is caused partially by

uncertainty, the market for funds to invest in human capital is imperfect, at best, compared to the funds market for physical capital.

5 Ibid., pp. 278-82.

6Ibid ~, p. 278.
7Theodore w. Schultz, "Investment in Human Capital," American
Economic Review, LI (March, 1961), P· 9.

13

The third difference is that the laws treat investment in human capital

differently from invesbnent in physical capital.

Tax laws treat human

capital differently from investment in physical capital.

Deductions,

in the form of depreciation, are allowed for physical capital, . but

deductions for investments in human capital are allowed only if the
investm.e nt is necessary for the individual to maintain his present
position of employment; deductions are not allowed if the investment

allows the indiv~dual to enter a new trade. 8

Compulsory education

laws may distort the supply and demand for education and for educated
manpower; law's requiring compulsory investment in physical capital are
rare.

The fourth difference is that the association of the costs and

benefits from human capital investment is often more difficult to determine than is the same association for investments in physical capital.

With physica l capital the beneficiaries are those who provide the

input and receive the profit, and those who purchase the material
product.

This association of costs and benefits is not entirely ap-

plicable to human capital investments.

The difficulties can be illus-

trated using an example of an individual who received a formal edu cation.

It is difficult to determine if• the individual _paid for the incr~mental
cost added by his participation in the educational activity or if the

individual's educa tion was subsidized by society.
benefits is also difficult.

The division of

The individual who received the education

Bu. s. Department of the Treasury, Tax Information on Educational
Expenses, Publication 508(10-69), (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1969), p. 2.
265623
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receives benefits such as increased earnings (which is analogous to

the physical capital owner's profit), and society receives the increased goods and services (which is analogous to the purchaser's

material product).

But the analogy is not perfect

••• although there is some correlation between the
value of a man's contribution to society and the monetary
reward society gives him, this relationship is far from a
perfec t one. The bright student is rewarded for going to
college [or any other form of education]. The benefit to
society of sending him to college may be even greater". 9 ·

, CAPITAL FORMATION BY FORMAL EDUCA TIONlO
\.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss human capital formation resulting from fonnal education.

The differences between social

and private approaches are emphasized.

9oael Wolfe , "Economics and Educational Values," Higher Education
in the United States: The Economic Problems, ed. Seymour Harris
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960), p. 179.
10Much of the discussion of formal education applies to the other
human capital producing activities. Readers specifically interest ed
in one of the .four catagories may find these references useful:
(1) for health expenditures, works by S. J. Mushkin and J. Wiseman,
(2) for on- the-job-training, Robert S. Goldfarb's study and Becker's
Human Capita l , (3) for adult education, where work has been concentrated in "Developing Countries", a work edited by C. G. Widstand, and
(4) for migration, works by Larry A. Sjaastad and Robert G. Meyers and
Mary Jean Bovanan. Complete sitations of these works are found i n the
bibliography.
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Costs attributable to formal education can be divided into direct
and indirect costs.

Direct costs are those which must be spent to - pro-

vide the education.

These costs may be shared or paid entirely by the

individual or society.

Indirect costs are the revenue, products, lei-

sure and enjoyments foregone because the education took place.

Fore-

gone products are the goods and services that the student would have
provided society if he. were not in school.

Foregone revenue is the

earnings that the student could have earned if he were not in school.
Foregone leisure is the time a student spends studying that would be
free if he were not in school.

Foregone enjoyments are those activi- •

ties that a student can no longer participate in because the education
disqualifies him~ 11

The student bears the cost of foregone revenue,

. lei.sure and enjoyments..

Society bears the cost of foregone products.

Benefits to education may be divided into benefits accruing to
the individual and benefits accruing to society.

When a student par-

ticipates in formal education , he expects three types of benefits ·:
(1) present consumption, (2) future consumption and (3) additional

future earnings.

Present consumption may be in the form of stats or

the personal pleasure that the learning process brings.

Future con-

sumption may be in terms of psychic enjoyment of job preference, or
additional activities that the education now qualifies the student to
participate ·in, or added enjoyment of leisure ·because of the increased

llMary Jean Bm·nnan, "Social Returns to Education," International
Social Science Journal, Winter, 1962, P· 650.
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understanding of art, music and literature.

Additional future earnings

are- the difference between what a student will earn with the education

and what he would have earned without it.

-

Society receives as a benefit the additional goods and services
that the student can produce after he receives his education.

These

additional goods and services are usually considered equal to the
additional earnings, even though, as said above, this relationship is
not perfect.

Society may also benefit from the individual being a

more literate, cultured person, a better voter, or any other extension
of the idea John Stuart Mill was describing when he said education
• ••• should be to cultivate common sense, to qualify them [the educated]
for framing a sound practical judgement of the circumstances by which
they are. surrounded. 1112

Social Retu rn and Private Return
Only those costs and benefits that are quantifiable in money
terms can be analyzed within the realm of this paper.

The costs con-

sidered then are the direct costs and foregone earnings.

The on l y

benefit cons iq~_red is addi tiona~ earnings.
Because the costs and benefits occur over

a

period of time, they

can be considered as "streams" of costs and benefits.

As in the case

of material -capital, these streams may be combined to determine the

rate of re~urn to investment in human capital.

Since the individual

12John St~art Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Vol. II,
Collected Works of John Stua rt Mills, ed. J.M . Robson (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1965), P· 374.
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receiving the education does not pay all the costs, nor receive all the
additional earnings, two returns can be measured:

social return.

private return and

Private return considers only the costs paid by the

individual and the additional returns he actually receives after taxes.
The concept of social return considers the costs and benefits from
society's point .of view.

All monetary costs are included,-and the

benefit to society of the additional goods and services is represented
by the additional earnings before taxes.
Social and private cost and benefit streams are contrasted on

Figure I.

~
This
graph shows the earnings over time of two individuals.

The individuals are equal in age, intelligence, talent and background.
The only difference is that individual one has a basic formal education
while individual two has the same basic education plus an additional
increment of education for the time peri.od of OJ • 13

The time O is the

end qf the period of basic education, and the time K is the point of
retirement for both individuals.

Line OEQFK and line OGHIK represent

the respective before and after tax income of individual one.

Line

_OJABK and line OJGDK represent the respective before and after tax i n-

come of individual two.

Both individuals' incomes rise as they gain

work experience, then fall in later years.

Note that individual two

reaches his peak income at a later age thah individual one.

This occurs

13rhe concept can also be described as the alternati_ve prospects
of a single individual if he does or does not receive the additional
increment of schooling .
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because the work experience of individual two is delayed while the
additional schooling occurs.

The total direct cost of schooling is

represented by area ONPJ, of which individual two paid OLMJ. ·
Both the private and social return to the additional increment

of education can be shown on Figure 1.

For private return, the cost

stream would be the direct costs paid for by individual two, represented by area OLMJ plus the foregone earnings after taxes reprGsented by

axea OGI-U.

The ~enefit stream for private return is area HCDI, the

additional income received by the individual.

cost stre·am

is. the

For social return, the

tota 1 direct costs, area ONPJ pl us the foregone

earnings represented by area OEQJ.

The benefit stream for social re-

turn is the additional earnings before taxes represented by area QABF.
The private and social return described above uses only costs and
benefits tha t can be quantified in money terms.

Writers have made the

assumption that the non-monetary benefits are at least equal to the
non-monetary costs, and with this assumption have called the monetary
returns the minimum return to education .

Others criticize the entire

study of education because it does not consider all costs and benef i t s.

CONTROVERSY
The best known criticism of the human capital concept is Ha r ry G.
Shaffer's "Investment in Human Capital:

Comrnent".1 4

He believes that

14 Harry G. -Shaffer, "Investment in Human Capital: Comment."
American Economic Review, LI (December , 196P, PP· 1026-34.
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" ••• economics has little to · gain and much to lose by the universal
application of the capital concept to man."

Shaffer builds his case

by developing three consecutive arguments against the measurement of

the return to formal education.

First, he feels that part of the

expenditure for education is spent with no monetary return in mind,

and that this portion of the expenditure is inseparable from the rest.
Second, even if the above separation were possible, Shaffer feels that

it is impossible . to allocate a specific revenue to a specific educa- ·

tional investment.

Lastly, if both of the above were possible, he

feels it would be ill advised to use this measurement for policy
purposes.

Were we to agree that government should treat expendi~
tures for education as investment, could not a good case be
made for the decrease, if not the discontinuation of government subsidization of non-white students and a consequently
higher subsidization of the financially more remunerative
vhite students.15

In his reply to Shaffer's arguments, Schultz 16 agrees that
Shaffer's :first two arguments point out "difficulties" in the measurement ·

of the return to education.

Schultz feels that Shaffer's first point

is only minor because the portion of expenditure on education intended
only for consumption is most likely rather small.

He feels that allo·- ·

cation of revenue to specific investments , Shaffer's second point, is

15Ibi-d., p. 1031.

16Theodore w. Schultz, "Investment in Human Capital: Reply,"
American Economic Review, LI (December, 1961), PP· · 1035-39.
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a major problem, but that by use of regression models containing factors known. to affect income, the allocation can be made and the problem
overcome.

Schultz disagrees with Shaffer's third point._

The principal source of Shaffer's confusion in discussing policy arises from his belief that, if it were to
bec:ome knovm what particular forms of education pay in terms ·
of increas es in future earnings, policy decisions which took
this fact into account would necessarily no longer take into
account any of the other important contributions of ~ducation.17
The purpose.of this paper is not to deny the existence of -the many
non-monetary benefits of education, nor to disagree with Alfred Marshall's statement, "All that is spent during many years in opening

the means of higher €ducation to the masses would be well paid for if ·
it called out one more Newton or Darwin, Shakespeare· or Beethov€n. ul8

This paper is concerned only with one important and quantifiable aspect
of education, the monetary return to college education.

"It is al to-

gether proper that people should prize highly the cultural contributions

or

education and they will continue to do exactly that; but it is

very short-sighted of us not to see its economic cor1tributions." 19

17Ibid., p. 1038.
1 8 M'arshall, p. 216 •

1 % ·c hultz, "Human Capital:

I •
Reply," p. 1038.

CHAPTER III

GENERAL MODEL
A general model designed to estimate the monetary rate of return

to the investment in the college education of a male graduating class
of a university is presented in this chapter.

Costs, earnings, price

level changes, extension of earnings and calculation of returns are
discussed.

\

COSTS

\

lhe social cost of education consists of all the direct costs of
educating the student plus the income opportunities lost while the
student was being educated.

Direct costs are those costs directly

incurred in supplying the goods and services necessary for the e.ducational process.

Direct costs are for books and supplies, increases in

the cost of living attributable to school attendance, interest, rent,
equipnent, buildings, library, and instructional and non-instruct io nal
salaries.

Opportunity costs are the alternatives foregone by the in-

vesbnent in fixed capital, and the earnings foregone while the student

was being educated •
..............
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In final fonn, costs will be expressed in tenns of cost per undergraduate..

Since the model's objective is the measurement of r~·turn,

rather than a choice among alternative investments, average costs are
used instead of marginal costs. 1
· A university is concerned with other activities besides under-·

graduate education.

The other activities include extension, research,

and graduate instruction.

When disaggregated expenditure data are not

availabl e, individual cost items are allocated to each university
activity based upon the use of the current expenditures formula (CEF):

(1) CEF = current expenditures on undergraduates
total current expenditure s
When a cost is disaggregated by the current expenditures formula, it --is

assumed that each activity utilizes the particular service .purchased

according to the ratio of all known current expenditures associated
with the activity to total current expenditures.
Once the cost for all undergraduates has been estimated, th~

annual cost per undergraduate is determined by dividing by the total°
undergraduate enrollment.
Direct Costs

Direct costs are those costs directly incurred in supplying the
goods and services necessary for the educationa l process.

The

elements

lotto Eckstain, "The Problem of Higher College Tuition," Higher
Education in the United States, ed. Seymour Ha rris (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1960), P· 29.

comprising t he set of direct costs a re :

(1) books and supplies, (2)

increases in t he cost of living attribu table to school attendance,
(3) interest,

(8) salaries.

(4) rent, (5) equiµnent ,

( 6) buildings,

(7) library, and ·

Each of the elements of di rect cost must be .analyzed to

allocate the correct costs to undergraduates.

There may be several

possible ana l ytical treatments for each element.

Subscripts in for-

mulas of t he dir ect costs portion of thi s cha pter denote figures
derived by one of several alternative ana l ytical treatments.

Books and Supplies
Two methods may be used to determine the cost of books and sup- .
plies (B):

(1) the university determined avera ge, such as given· iri

the catalogue , or ( 2) an independent determina t ion, based on the. ·b ooks_
and supplies nece ssary for each course -and the prices for which the

books can be obtained from the local book store, adjusted . for the
activity of the used book market. 2

When the second method is used, . .

the informa ti on required is the total cost of books if all_ were pur-·

chased new (BN) , the mean new book price (MBN ), the numb~r of used book
purchases (UBP) , the tota 1 number of book pure ha se:s ( TI?P), and the mean
used book pri ce (MBU).

The cost of books a s determined by the ~econd. ·
.

method (B 2) is_ca l culated by equ~tion 2.
(2) Bz ·= BN

(

.

BN x UBP x MBU)

IBP

MBN

2craft, p • .29.

•.

( ..
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I ncreases in cost of living.

Any additions to the cost of living

of a student over a non-student is a direct cost of education.

Food,

clothing, hou sing and entertainment are a matter of personal taste, and

it is reasonable to assume that these expendi tures would be approximately the same whether the individual became a student or not.
Transporta tion, other than daily commu ting, is the exception to
,.·

the above.
muting.

Many students' homes are too far f rom campus to allow com-

It is traditional for these students t o make four trips home

each year.

This tradition is so strong that for most students the four

trips home a ~~ar are nearly mandatory.

As the se trips are not a mat..... .. ., -·

ter of personal taste, they are an addition t o . the cost of living of
a student and their cost is included in the cost of educa .t ion .3

The

information necessary to determine the cost of t he student's four round
trips is the average distance from the parents ' home to school (AD) and
a reasonable cost figure such as seven cents per mile.

The cost of

transportat ion (T) is calculated by formula 3.

(3)

T = 8 x AD x .07

Rolf Craft4 modified the above procedure.

Craft subtracted the

average distan ce that a non-student traveled in hi s one time move from

- 3A non~s tudent may make any number of tr ips to parents' home,
hlt his trips ar e a matter of personal t a ste. The students' trips are
not a matter of personal taste, so the cos t of the trips of students
are included in the cost of education.
4 Craft, p. 32.
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his parents' home to his place of employment from the derived distance

of the student's four round trips.

This method is inconsistent unless

the cost of the college graduate 's one time move from college to his
place of employment is included also in the cost of ·education.

The use

of Craft's method, even ·rith the above modification, is not suggested

because the distance traveled from an individual's home or college to

his first job is not a .direct cost of education.
Interest and rent.

in the same manner.

Both interest (I) and rent (RE) may be treated

All of these costs not allocated among the uni~

versity's activities by the school's financial statement can be allocated by multiplying the total rent (TRE) or total interest (TI) by the
current expenditures formu la.
(4)

I2 = TI x CEF

(5)

RE2 =

IRE

x CEF

The direct cost of equipment use is depreciation.

Equipment.

(Maintenance costs are included with the cost of buildings becaus e the
maintenance costs are rarely separated between building .and equipment

..

maintenance).

Figures on equipment depreciat ion may be gathered by one

of three methods:

(1) figures given in the school's financial state-

ment~ (2) figures derived from estimates of the people who use the
equipment aryd (3) an approximation of depreciation equaling the average _
equipment purchases over the last ten years net of any equipment
expansion.
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Once total equipment deprec iati on (TE) has been determined by one

of the above methods , the undergraduate share of cost can be allocated
The first method is used if the total equip-

by either of two met~ods.

ment depreciation cannot

~e

separated int? ·:depreciation on different

types of equipment, a nd allocates the undergraduates' share of equip1&-

ment deprec iation {E1 ) by the use of the current expenditures formula.
( 6) E1

= TE x CEF

The second method of allocating the undergraduates' share of the

cost of equ ipment depreciation is used if t ota l equipment depreciation
(TE) can be separated into classroom equipment depr eciation (CE}, labor-

atory equipment depreciation (LE), and offic e equipnent depreciation

(OE).
(7) TE = CE + LE + OE

The undergraduates' share of the cost of classroom equipment depreciation (CCE) is determined by multiplying the deprec i ation on classroom
equipment (CE) by the ratio of the undergraduate class hour s taught
(UHT) divided by total class hours taught (THT ).

(8) CCE = CE x UHT

THT
I .

Laboratory equipment is used for teaching of und ergr aduates, teaching
of graduates, and for research.

Graduate courses require more l a bora-

tory usage·· t han undergraduate courses in the same subject area.

If

figures on ac tua 1 graduate and undergraduate l aboratory usage are not ·

-

available, t he a pri ori assumption that each graduate class hour
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requires twice· the laboratory use as each undergraduate class hour may
be used.

The undergraduates' share of t he cost of laboratory equipment .

depreciation (CLE) is calculated by applying to laboratory equipment
depreciation (LE) both the ratio of undergraduate hours taught ·(UHT)
divided by the modified total hours taught (gr aduate hours taught (GHT)
k

doubled plus undergraduate hours taught), and the ratio of teaching

hours of laboratory use (TLU) divided by total hours of laboratory use .

(9)

CLE = LE x

UHT

UHT + 2 x GHT

x TLU

THU

The undergraduates' share of the cost of office equipment depreciation

(COE) is a llocated by the use of the current expenditures formula.

(10)

COE= OE x CEF

The share of the total cost of equipment depreciati on allocated to
undergraduates by the second method (E2) is the t ot a l of the undergraduates' s hare of each component of equipment depreciation:

(1) classroom equipment, (2) laboratory equipment, and (3). office
equipment.

(11)

~

= CCE +CLE+ COE

Buildings.

The use value of buildings can be expressed as ma inte-

nance plus _<:fe prec ia tion.

The tota 1 year 1y cost of ma intenanc·e (TM) can

u.s ually be found in the school's financial s tatement.

Building mainte-

nance costs can be a llocated by either of the t wo methods used to allocate
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equipment depreciation.

If maintenance costs cannot be separated into

classroom, laboratory and office components, method one will be used.
Under ~ethod one, the undergraduates' share of the cost of maintenance

(M1 ) is determined by the application of the current expenditures
formula.

(12) M1 = TM x CEF
If maintenance costs can be analyzed into the cost of classroom main♦

tenance (CM), the cost of laboratory maintena nce (LM), and the cost of
office maintenance (CM), the second method is used.

(13) IM= CM+ LM + OM
The undergraduates' share of the cost of classroom maintenance (CCM),
laboratory maintenance (CLM), and office maintenance (COM) are calculated by formulas 14, 15, and 16 respectively.

(14) CCM = CM x UHT

THI

(15) CLM = LM x UHT x 11.U

THI

1HU

(16) COM= OM x CEF
The cost of maintenance allocated to undergra duates by the second

method (M2 ) is the total of the undergraduates ' share of each component .
(17) M = CCM + CLM + COM
2

Depreciation is more difficult to determine because of the long
. lives and varioos ages of campus buildings .

All construction costs
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must be ca'l cu la ted in tenns of a base year .

Since building costs have

increased over time, the original cost of older buildings must be adjusted to the base year value of the services provided by the building.
To compute the building's current cons truction cost (BCCC), the

data needed f or each building are:

(1) origi nal cost, (2) year con-

structed, (3) years of remaining life, and (4) the amount of classroom,
office, labora tory, and "other'' (lounges, audi toriums, etc.) space.

Two methods may ~e used to determine each building's current construction cos t.

The first method is to use the Department of Com-

merce's composite index of construction. 5

This index yields the

current construction cost of a building given the original cost and
year built.

The second method is to determine the current construction

cost per square foot of classroom, laboratory , offi ce and other space,

and calcula t e the current construction cost of t he building by applying

the proper s quare footag es of each type of space.

The second method

overstates the value of older buildings if it is assumed that one
square foot of old laboratory (classroom, office , other) space is not

as efficient a s one square foot of new laboratory (classroom, offic e ,
other) space. 6
Once the current construction costs are det ermined, depreciation
can be calculated using one of the standard deprec i at i on formulas.

5u. s. Depa rtment of Commerce, Construction Volume and Costs,
1915-1956, (Washington: u. s. Department of Commerce, 1958).
6craft, p. 1.51.

i.
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If the value of the services provided by the building does not decline
significantly over the building's lifetime, the straight line depreciation formu la should be used.

If the value of the building's

services dec lines significantly as the building ages, an accelerated

de.preciation .f ormula such as the declining balance method or sum-of<S.-

years-digits method should be used to calculate depreciation.
The yearly depreciation cost of each type of space is calculated

hymultiplying the building's depreciation cost by the ratio of the
SCEJ0re foota ge of each type of space divided by the total square footag·e, (TA).

The cost of classroom depreciation allocated to under-

graduates (CCD) is calculated for each building by multiplying the
bu.flding• s yearly depreciation (YBD) by both the ratio of classroom

area (CA) divided by total area, and the ratio of undergraduate teaching hours (UHT) divided by total teaching hours (THT).
{18) CCD

= YBD x CA x UHf
TA

THI

The cost of laboratory depreciation allocated to undergraduates (CLD)

is. cfetennined by multiplying the building 's yearly depreciation (YBD)

by three ra tios:

(1) the ratio -of labora tory area (LA) divided by

total area (TA), (2) the ratio of undergraduate teaching hours (UHT) ·
divided by the tota 1 of undergraduate teaching hours and tv,o times the

graduate teaching hours {UHT + 2 x GHT), and (3) the ratio of laboratory
tea.ching hours use (TLU) divided by total labora tory hours used (THU).
{19) CLD = _YBD x

UHT
HT x TLU
UHT + 2 x G
THU
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Depreciation of of f ice space is allocated by the current expenditures
formula.

The •C ost of office depreciation allocated to undergraduates

(COD) is equal to th_
e building's year l y depreciation multiplied by both

the current expenditures formu la (CEF ) and the ratio

oi office

area

{CA) divided by total area (TA).
S.·

(20)

COD = YBD x OA x CEF
TA

flQther" space is·a ssumed to be used equal ly by each student.

There-

fore the depreciation cos t of " other" spac e attributable to undergradu-

ates (COTI-ID) is equa l to the yearly deprecia tion cost (YBD) multiplied

by· both the ratio of other area (OTHA) divided by total area (TA), and
the ratio of undergraduate enrollment (UEN) divided by total enroll-

ment (TEN).
(21)

COTI-ID = YBD x OTHA x UEN
TA
TEN

The total of the under gradua tes ' share of building depreciation (BD) is
equa.l to the sum of t he cost a !located to under graduates for clas room,

laboratory, office and other depre ci a tion of all buildings~
(22)

BD =

Library.

CCD +

CLD +

COTHD

The direct costs of the library are operating expense

and book d~~reciation.

Library operating exp enses (LOE) are usually pre-

sented in the school 's financial stat ement .

Since some technical books may

have a useful life in f ive years, while ot hers, such as history books,
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may have a useful life equal to their physical life, an estimate of a
50 year life per book will be used in the model. 7

Book depreciation

equals l/50th of the library's dollar inventory (LDI).

Allocation of

library costs to undergraduate education (L) can be accomplished by

applying the ratio of undergraduate book checkouts (UBCO) over total
book checkouts ( TBCO) •
(23)

L = ( LOE +

Salaries.

LiJ) x ~gg

The last direct cost considered is salaries.

The

school's financial report may list salaries as paid to administrators,
teachers~ and student employees.

The undergraduates' share of admin-

istrative salaries (CAS) is allocated by applying the current expendi-

tures formula (CEF) to the administrators ' salaries (AS).
(24)

GAS

=

AS x CEF

When the student employees are also graduate students, the divi· sion between faculty salaries and student help salaries is extremely

Graduate students subsidize their own education by accept-

difficult.

ing very low salaries.

On the other hand, the additional effort

required from instructors for graduate education (additional prepara-

tion for classroom presentation, writing and grading comprehensive

7

-· .

Craft, p. 32.
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examinations , advising on theses and di ssertations) makes the effec- ·
tive cost per class hour of graduate education higher than the cost

per class hour of undergraduate educati on.
To accurately detennine the salary cost of undergraduate education, an anaiysis of each hour of each i ns t ructor's effort would be
re~ired; a lso, t he cost of student help would have to be determined

in terms of productivity and the cost of t his productivity if it were
obtained on t he open market.

This paper •s au thor felt that the effort

required to obta1n this accuracy w9uld be prohibitive.

The method of salary allocation presented below uses both_equal
cost of graduate and undergraduate class hours , and actual wages paid
to student help.

This overstates the undergra dua t es' share of the

cost of instructors' salaries and understates t he cost of student help •
. ·The assumption is that ·through their work as studen t help, graduate

students fully subsidize the instructors' extra effort required for
graduate education.

This assumption makes the overstatement of the

cost of ins tructors' salaries and the understatement of student helps'
salaries compensating errors.

The model 's procedure, therefore,

r o-

vides a reasonable estimate of the undergraduates ' share of sa_lary cost. ·

The teac hing salary expenditures must be s epar a ted from the research salary expenditures.
their financia l r eport.

Some schools provide this information in

If this division is no t presented in the

financial repor t or other documents, it can be a ccomplished either
by obtaining an es timate from the department hea ds, or surveying the
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instruct-0rs.

Once the teaching portion of the instructors' salaries

(IS) is determined, the undergraduates' share of the -teaching cost
(CIS) is -allocated on_ the basis of the number of class hours devoted

to undergraduates (UHT) divided by the total class hours taught · (THI).
(25) CIS 2

= IS

x UI-IT

THI

The entire cost of the graduate student employees (CGSE) is allocated

to undergraduate education.

The salaries of undergraduates employed

as "teaching assistants" (TAS) (as opposed to those employed as re-

search assistants) are added to the salaries of the graduate · students

to determine the undergraduates' share of the cost of student help
(CSS).
(26) CSS = CGSE + TAS
The

total portion of salaries allocated to the cost of undergraduate

education (S) is the total of the undergradu~tes ' share of administrators' salaries, instructors' salaries, and student employees'
salaries.

(27) S =GAS + CIS + CSS

The elements comprising the set of direct costs to undergraduate's
education (DC) are the allocated portions of the costs of:

(1) books

and supplies (B), (2) transportation (T), (3) interest (I), (4) rent
(RE), (5) ·equipment depreciation (ED), (6) maintenance (M), · (7) building depreciation (BD), (8) library (L), and (9) salaries (S).

The
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above model has allocated the·cost of each element, except books and

supplies, and transportation, to all undergraduates.

To determine the

direct cost of education for a single undergraduate, each element of

allocated·cost, wi~h the exceptions of books and supplies, and transportation, must be divided by the undergraduate enrollment (UEN).
(28) CD = B + T + RE + ED + .J:L + BD + _b_ +

.

UEN

UEN

UEN

UEN

UEN

S

UEN

Opportunity Costs
In addition to the direct costs enurne~ated above, the social
cost of education must also include the cost of opportunities lost

while educating the student.

The components of "opportunity cost 0

are the loss of the services of invested capital had it been used
elsewhere and the loss of production represented by .the earnings
foregone by the student when he was in school . 8
Invested capital is that capital tied up in land, buildings, and
equipment.

The invested capital is an investment in human capital.

The investments' opportuni ty cost is the loss of the capital's services to alternative non-un iversity activities.

Capital investment in the lq.nd· can be represented by the current
market value of land in the surrounding area .

The

value of capital

8see Appendix A for a comparison of this paper's approach to
capital, and the more traditional approaches used in financial statements and rent-or-buy decis ions.
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investment in land (LAND) is determined by multipiying the number of
acres of land owned by the university (UOL) by the local price of land
per acre (PPA).

(29} LAND= UOL x PPA
The value of ca pital investment in buildings (BLDG) is the undergraduates' share of the buildings' current market value.

The value of

investment in equipment (EQUIP) is the undergraduates' share of the
total. current market value of all equipmen t.
The capi tal investment in land, buildings , and equipment represents the to tal capital ava i lable for pr oduct ion of the university's
services.

The value of the tot al ca pital inves tment (CAP) is the sum

of the capita l i nvestments in la nd, bu i lding s and equipment.
(30) CAP = LAND + BLDG + EQUIP
The

opportunity cost of t he services of capital i s defined as the total

capital inves t ment (CAP) multiplied by the rate of interest paid on
state bonds (BOND).

The portion of the opportun ity cost of capita

allocated to the undergraduates (OCAP) is deter mined by the current
·expenditures f ormula. 9
(31) OCAP

= CAP x BOND x CEF

The second c omponen t of opportuni ty cost i s the earnings foregone
by the student
while re ceiving his education.
..

%ecker, Human Capital, P· 175.

Two assumptions are made •
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First, no benefits are received f or education until the degree is re-

ceived~

This means that a person 's ea rning power is assumed to not

increase sign i f icantly because of one , two, or three years of college
Given the first assumption , the second assumption is that

education:

the average ea rnings of a high school-only graduate of comparable age
is a measure of the alternative value of student time. 10
The opportunity cost of the foregone earnings (0F0R), equals the

average earn i ng s of equiv~lent aged high-school graduates (HSEA) minus
the average earn'ings of the students from part time and summer jobs

(SUEA).
(32) OF0R = HSEA - SUEA
· The opportunity cost for an und ergraduate 's education (0C) is

the undergraduate's alloc a ted share of the opportunity cost of capital

(OCAP) and the opportunity cost of foregone earnings.

As the value

calcul ated a bove for t he oppor tunity cost of capital is for all undergraduates, it must be div i ded by the undergraduate enrollment (UEN)

to detennine t he opportuni t y cost of capital fo r a single undergraduate.

(33)

QC

= 0CAP + 0F0R
UEN

lOschultz

.

'

"Capital Formation by Education , " P· 573.

,
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Total Cost

The social cost of education of an undergraduate (C) consists
.of the direct costs of educating the student (DC) plus the income

opporbmities lost while the student was being educated (OC).

Direct

costs are for books and supplies, increases in the cost of living

attributable to school attendance, interest , rent, equipment, buildings,, l.ibrary, and instructional and non-instructional salaries •
.Lost income· opportunities or opportunity costs are the alternatives

foreg,o.ne by the 1nvestrnent in human capital, and the earnings foregone

·while the stu'qen t was being educated.
{34) C = CD + OC

·EARNINGS
Te detennin e the rate of return to investment in education, the

ea.mings attributable to education must also be measured.

The value

of a person's contribution to society is his pretax earnings, but not

all af :his earnings are attributable to education.

Five terms will be used in the proc ess of determining income
atuibutable to education.

"Earnings" are the total of an individual's

pretax income obtained from both human and non-human capital services.
•Labor income" is that portion of earnings received from services of

human_ capital.

"Revenue due to education through college" is the

portion of labor i nc ome attributable to all education up to and
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including high school graduat'i6n.

"Revenue differential" is the

portion of revenue attributable to college education.

Two steps are involved in determining what income is attributable
to college education.

-

...

First, as education is assumed to affect the

value of human capital, income from services of non-human capital must
be eliminated from earnings to obtain labor income.

Second, the

portion of labor income attributable to college education must be
isolated.
.

.

An individual ' -s earnings are obtained by supplying services of

human capita l' _,(labor) and non-human capital (investments).

Education

is not expected to affect the individual's return on investments.
Obtaining the capital to invest is a function of inheritance and saving.

The ability to invest wi_sely is not usually a talent derived from

~ormal educa tion.

To eliminate return on investments, income such as

rent, dividends, interest and capital gains is not considered.

Gross

income from farmers and the self employed is a combination of return

to capital and labor.

Return to capital is assumed to be six per cent

of the investment in fann or business investment (INVEST). 11
(35)

LABOR INCOME
(farmers or self
employed)

= . . EARNINGS - (.06 x INVEST)

- Labor income is a function of education, race, occupation, native

ability, family background, residence, age, motivation, sex and quality

11

.
Morgan,
p. 426.
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of schooling .12

Six methods are presented to isolate the portion

labor income attributable to college education.

of

The first method con-

sists of matching each college graduate with a non-college graduate

counterpart.
equation.

The second and third methods use multilinear regression

The fourth, fifth and sixth methods use Cobb-Douglas re-

gression equations.
The fixst method is analogous to a controlled experiment with
the college graduates mak~ng up the experimental group and the non.

t

college graduates making up the control group.
matched with

a

Each graduate is

non-college-attending former high s_chool peer who has

the sa·me characteristics of race, native ability, family background,

residence, age, motivation and high school education .

The income

attributable to college education is simply the difference between the
college graduate's income (Y) and his fonner peer's income (y).

(36}

INCOME DIFFERENTIAL= Y - y

The above method has been used successfully in a study done on
the effect on income of the completion of a two year technical
schooi.13

However, as this method requires individual pairings, it is

practical only for studi es of populations small enough to allow use

of very sma ll samples.

12Rogers, pp. 100-01; Hirsch, pp. 392-94; Hanoch, P· 314;
F. Gerald -Adams, "The Si ze of Indi vidua 1 Incomes ," Review of Economics
and Statistics, XL (November, 1968), P· 314.
13earroi, loc. cit.
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The second method that can- be used .to isolate the portion of labor

income attributable to college education involves calculating two linear
One equation is calculated from data drawn from the college

equation~-

· graduates; the other equation is calculated from data drawn · from the

college graduates' fonner peers who complet'ed high school, but did not

,..

Both regression equations use income as the dependent

attend college.

variable and the measures represent i ng race, native ability, family

background, · residence, age, motivation and occupation14 as the independent ·v ariables.
The regression equation f or college graduates will be:

Y = A -I-:·_B1X1 + ½}(2 + B3X3 + B4X4 + B5X5 + B6X6 + · B7X7

(37)

+ BaXa.
Y - labor income of college graduate
A -

intercept

Xi= measure(s) of race
~

= measure(s ) of occupation

X

= measure(s) of native ability

3

.

x4 =

mea~ure(s ) of family background

X5= measure(s) of population of area in which individual
was raised
X6 = measure of age
X7

= measure(s) of motivation

Xe=

measure(s) of population of area in which individual
was working

..

14!t is sometimes desirabl e t o calculate a s~parate !'egression

equation for each occ upational class , rather than use occupation
an independent variable.

as

j

I
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I

I
Values for A and B1 through B8 will be detennined by calculation

of the regression equation.

A

level of acceptable statistical risk

must be chosen to test the regression coefficients and the regression
equation for statistical significance.

A five per cent level of risk

is usually considered acceptable in a study of this type.1 5

Only

~-

those variables which have statistically significant regression coef~
ficients will be used.
The revenue due to e?ucation through college is defined as the
.

.

average portion of labor income that is not accounted for by the independent variable.

In a linear equation, the intercept is the average

value ·of the dependent variable not accounted for by the independent
variables, therefore, the intercept (a) is the revenue due to education
-- through college .16

The second regre ssion equation is calculated using t~e data
drawn from the _high school-only graduates .

The regression equation

for high school graduates will be:

..
15Hirch~ _p. 395.
16-inis can be illustrated by the simple_regression equation
Y =a+ BX. If Y equals the mean of Y, and X equals the mean of X,
then Y= ~+BX. The i ntercept then equals the average portion of the
dependent variable not accounted for by the independent variable,
A == Y - BX. The same principle holds for multiple linear regression
equations.
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y

= labor income of high school graduates

a

= intercept

x1

= rneasure(s1 of race
.

x2

= measure(s) of occupation

x3

= measure(s) of native ability

x4 = measure(s) of the population of area in which individual
was raised
x5

=- measure(s)· of

family background

x6 = measµre of age
x7
_x

= measure(s) of motivation

8 = measure(s) of the population in which individual is working

Calculation of the regression equation will detennine the values
for the intercept and the regression coefficients.

As with the previ-

ous equation, only those variables that are statistically significant
will be used.

The intercept (a) is defined as the revenue due to

education through high school.

The revenue differential (RD) is that portion of labor income due
to college education, and is equal to revenue due to education through
college (A) minus the revenue due to education through high school (a) •
.

(39)

.

RD = A - a

The third method that may be used to calculate the revenue differential is a modification of the second method.

As will be shown

below, it is often desirable to gather income data several years after

the subjects haye graduated from college.

This, however, creates a
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rather large time span between-the high school graduation and the data

gathering.

Because of this time span, it may be impossible to rocate

a group of high school (only) graduates who were the one time peers of
the college graduates.

In this situation, the third method of calcu-

lating the r~venue differential may be used;

The third method uses the same regression _equation as did the
second

method to estimate the revenue due to education through college.

However, the average income of all high school only graduates (Z) who

are the same age as the college graduates will be used to represent
the revenue d_ue to education through high school.

Revenue differential

(RD), ·in the third method, is equal to the revenue due to education
through college (A) minus the mean income of -the applicable aged high
school only graduates (Z).
(40)

RD = A - Z

The third method approximates the revenue differential.

It is

possible tha t "Z" is large:r than "a" would have been if "a" could have
been calculated.

"Z" would be smaller than "a" if the combined to al s

of the effect of the other variables were negative.

It is expected,

however, that the combined effect of the other variables affecting in-

come, as they are defined, would be positive.

When the effects of

other variables are positive, "Z" would approximately equal the aver age
:labor income of the peers.

"Z" would then be larger than "a."

So, the

third meth·od provides an approximation of the revenue differential,

and the estimate is expected to understate the revenue differential.
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The fourth method of estimating revenue differential is used when
the relation between labor income and the independent variables is a
Cobb-Dougla s type funetion.

The fourth method consists of the calcu-

l ation of two Cobb-Douglas regression equations, one for college

graduates, a nd one for their former high school peers.
The regression equation for college graduates will be:

(41)
Y aga.in is the college graduates' labor inc ome, and the indepenaent

variables

x1

through x8 represent the same independent variables as

they d_id above.

For each individual, the amount of labor i ncome accounted for by
the dependent variables (Q) can be calculated by formula 42.

The mean (Q) is equal to the sum of the Qs divi ded by the number of .
individuals, and is the average amount of labor i ncome accounted for by
the independent variables.

Return to education t hrough college is t hen

equal to the difference between the mean labor income

(Y) and the mean

amount of la bor i ncome accounted.for by the independent variables (Q).
( 43)

RYC

= Y - Q

The second r egression equation is calculated from data drawn
from high s·chool only gradua tes and has the form of:

i

I
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I

The ·amount of labor income ac·counted for by the independent variables

(q) for each individual equals:

The mean ( q) i s equal to the sum of the q's divided by the number of
individuals, and represents the average amount of labor income accounted for by the independent variables .
The retur n to education through high s chool (RYH) is defined as
the amount of labor income not accounted _fo r _by the independent vari"'· · - ·

.

ables, and is equal to the mean labor income

(y) minus the average

amount of labor income· accounted for by the independent variables (q).
( 46)

RYH =

y - q

The r ev,e nue differential due to college educa t ion is equal to the

revenue du e to education through college minu s t he revenue due to education through high school.
(47)

RD = RYC - RYH

The fifth method of calculating the revenue di fferential is a
modification of the fourth methop.

The fifth method i s used when the

relationship between the factors can be represented by a Cobb-Douglas
.function and data are not available from the form er high school pe ers
of the college graduates.
The f ifth me thod calculates revenue to education through college
in the same ~anner as the fourth method.

Revenu e to education through
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high school is represented by. the average income of all high school
graduates (2) who are the same a ge as the college graduates •

(48)

.- ....

..
RD= RYC - Z

As with method three , method five is expected to provide a conservative
estimate of revenue differential.

Sinc e t he regression equation is- a

multiplica t ive function, the effect of t he i ndependent variables must
be positive·.

Therefore, Z coul_d be larger than RYH ( if it could be

calculated) onl~ if the former high school peers of the college graduates are. a n \atypical group and have an average income far below the
average used .

It is r ecommended that revenue differenti a l be calculated for
sev·e ral years after graduation.
Jb]..e

The fir s t two to -four yea-rs of many

graduates' income are not characteristic because of diminution

of income caused by military service.

Also , the revenue differential

may change over time, so several years of data ar e needed to establish
a trend.

Any of the five methods described above can be used to calcula t e
revenue differential for several years._ If the first method is used,
the differentia l is estimated by.comparing the income of the college

graduate with that of his peer for each year.

Wi th the second and

fourth methods, two regression equations are ca l culated for each year.
The intercept of the high school graduates' equation is subtracted

fxom the corresponding year's intercept of the college graduates'
equation.

Wi th t he third and fifth methods, a regression equation is
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calculated from the data from· the col lege graduates for each year.

The

average income of high school graduates of the applicable age is sub-

tracted from the _intercept of the corresponding year's equation.

If s~ver al years of data are gath~red, a sixth method of caiculating revenue differential is possible.

Thi s sixth method treats edu-

cation as a shift factor in the same manner as Robert Solow treated

technology as a shift factor in a production function.1 7

For each college graduate, each year ' s difference (DIF) between
his income (Yi) and that year's mean high school graduate peer's income

(49)

DIF.l. = Y-]. - Y·1.

Each individual's average difference (ADIF) is then calculated by
~ividing the · sum of the individual's differences by the number of years
for which data were gathered (YEARS).
(50)

ADIF =

DIF
YEARS

A regression equation of the Cobb-Dougla s form is then calculated,

using ADIF as the dependent variable and the same independent variables
as used in t he previous methods.

17Rob;rt M. Solow, "Technical Change and the Aggregate Production
Function,'' Readings in Macroeconomics, ed. M. G. Mueller (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966), PP· 323-33.
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The amount of ADIF accounted ·for . by the independent variables (QQ) can
be calculated by fonnula 52. ·

The values for

x1

through x8 for each individual are ins~rted into for-

mula 52 to estimate the amount of ADIF that .is accounted for by the _
independent variables for each individual.

The average amount of ADIF

accounted for by the independent variables is designated QQ.
·Toe mean AD!F is designated ADIF and is equal to the summation of

ADIF divided by the number of individuals (N).
(53)

ADIF =

ADIF
N

ADIF is the mean difference between the income of the college graduates
and the average income of comparable aged high school graduates in the
.

.

period over which data was gathered.

The revenue differential is equal

to ADIF minus the mean amount of the difference in incomes of the two
groups accounted for by the independent variables

(54)

(QQ).

RD= ADIF - QQ

A specific figure must be chosen as a measure of each independent

variable: race, occupation, native ability , family background, popula. tion of area in which individual was raised, age, motivation, and population of area in which individual is working.

When alternative meas-

ures exist, the measure (s} that best represents· the population will be
used.
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Race is usually divided ·into white and non-white, and entered
into the regress ion equation as a dummy variable.

If the population

is composed of a single race, the variable is not necessary in the
regression equation.
Occupation can be handled in two ways.
tions must be divided into classes.

In either case, occupa-

A separate regression equation

can he run for each class of occupation, or the occupation classes may
be entered as a dummy var~able in a single regression equation.

Numerous fa•ctors have been used to attempt to quantify native
ability.

The_se factors, in order of desirability, are:

(1) intelli-

gence -quotient, (2) college entrance exam scores, (3) rank ·in high
school graduating class, and (4) high school and college grade point
averages.

The factor(s) chosen depends upon data availability.

Family ba ckground is expected to affect income earning power.

For example, the increased family and business connections and the
increased home learning of an upper class family over the lower classes can enhance an individual's earning capacity.

Various measures

have been devised to measure the family background.

These measures

are usually in terms of income, education , occupation, or status. · Two
easily quantifiable measures that incorporate most of the factors of

family background as they affect income are family income while the
student was in high school and the number of years of schooling obtained by student 's father.
The population of the area in which a person grew up has been
found in some studies to be a significant variable with respect to

I
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j

income.

Some

of the measuremer1t s that have been used are the popula-

tion of birth place , population of residence and population classes of

either birthpla.ce or residence .
The population of the ar ea in which a person is working also has
an effect on i ncome .

wages.

Ar eas with larger populations usually have higher

This variable is usually handled as a dummy variable with the

population of the area in which the indivi dual is working divided into
classes.

One study used three classes:

with population

of

(1) _open country, (2) towns

less than 50,000 and (~) cities with population of

50,000 or more. 18

In most s tudies of income, the popula tion being considered is
quite diversified: in age. As this model is a pplied to one specific
·-college graduating class, it is expected t hat the vast majority of
graduates' ages will be within a one year span .

Age is i~cluded as

a

factor, however, because a person who does not attend college immediately after high school often has a unique income pattern.

The

measure used should be age at graduation since this data will be ne eded later in the model.

Measureme nt of motivation is extremely di fficult.

However, mar-

ital° status and the number of children are often used as an indication
of motivation .

These can be combined· into the -number of dependents

as the independent variable to be used in the r egression equation.

Sex is a ut omatically eliminated as a fa ct or because the model
considers only ma l e graduates.

l8Adams, p. 394.

The quality of schooling is eliminated
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as a factor by the· assumption· -chat the high schools within an area are

of approximately the same quality and the assumption that the undergraduate education within a university is the same for all majors.19

PRICE LEVEL CHANGES
Price level changes may have occurred during the years under consideration •. To estimate the rate of return to investment in college
educa_tion, it is. necessary that all cost and revenue differential data
are in tenns of a single price level.

To accomplish this, the gradu-

ates' ~reshman college year is designated year zero.

The figures for

each succeeding year (i) are adjusted by multiplying each by the adjustment factor of

Consumer price index of year zero
Cost and
Consumer price index of year i
revenue differential figures adjusted for price level changes are
called adjusted cost and adjusted revenue differential.

19-rhese assumptions were made because measurement of the quality
of education between high schools or between majors were beyond the
scope of this study. If the resources are available to gather the
necessary data, factors representing the quality of the high school
attended and/or the college major can be introduced into the model.
The dollar expendi ture per stude11t i s one possible measure of the
quality of high school education. Ac crediting reports could be used
to compare the quality of education between majors •

..
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l:tTENSION

The adjusted revenue differential figures must be extended and

adjusted to detennine the graduate's expected revenue over his working
lifetime from his college education.

The data are expanded by using

one of three methods that predict what the revenue differential
should be in the future.

and mortali~y.

Adjustment must be made for unemployment

Data expanded by any of the three methods are called

"pre~icted revenpe".

Predicted revenue adjusted for m_o rtali ty and

unemployment ~s called "expected revenue".
'"\

Predic·ted Revenue
If a single year's revenue differential is used, expansion of the

data is rela tively simple.

The average working lifetime of the gradu-

ates is ca lculated by subtracting the average age of the graduates
from the retiremen t age of 65.

Predicted revenue for each working

year is equa l to the adjusted revenue differential .

Two methods can be used to determine predicted revenue when

several years of adjusted revenue differential figur es are available.
The first method was developed by Rolf Craft.

20

. His approach is to

use census data to predict changes in revenue differential.

The second

method uses a mathematical expansion of the data obtained by use of
a time series regression equation.
A lis.~ of the occupational classes used by Craft is found in

Table 1.

Craft considered each of his occupational classes separately.

2 0eraft, pp. 46-57.
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Table 1
Craft's Occupational
Classesa

.

Salesman

Teachers

Bankers and Accountants

Social Science

Managers

Chemistry and Physics

Professional and Kindred

Mathematics and Statistics

Farmers

Mechanical Engineering

Geologists

Industrial Engineering

Biological Scientists

Electrical Engineeri~g

Agricultural Scientists

Civil Engineering

Foresters

Aerospace Engineering

Farm Advisers

Nuclear Engineering

Veterinarian

Architects

Pharmacy

S.Cra.f't, pp. 54-57.
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Craft found that the revenue differential was increasing over the years
for which he had data, and calculated the average yearly rate of increase (AVE INC).

He assumed that this increase was the result of

three different factors:

(1) secular growth (SEC GRO), (2) age- ·

occupation growth (AOC GRO), and (3) unexpla.ined growth (UN GRO).
Secular growth is the expected growth of income for the economy.
Craft used the figure previously predicted by Denni~on of 1.69 per cent
growth per year through the year 2004. 21

From census data and a study

of incomes of oltler graduates, Craft developed age-income profiles
~or each of his twenty-four occupational groups .

This growth, caused

by occupational experience, was estimated in increments of 1~10, 11-16,
and 17-42 years of work.

The unexplained growth is the difference

between actual growth of the sample period and the "expected growth"
of secular growth plus age-occupation growth.
(55)

UNGRO = AVE INC - (SEC GRO + AOC GRO)

Craft reasoned that the unexplained growth occurred because of the
quality of the education received at Iowa State University • . To expand

this unexplained growth beyond the sampled period, Craft assumed that
the growth would be cut in half . in 10 years and again in 25 years •
. Craft's parameters can be used if the data are collected usirig
_his occupational classes.

His figures for secular growth and

21 Ed~·rd F. Denn ison , The Sources of Economic Growth in the
United States and the Alternatives Before Us, {New York: Committee
for Economic De~elopment, 1962), cited by Craft.
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age-occupational growth could be used.

A new unexplained rate could

be adjusted over the working lifetime using Craft's assumptions.

If

the proper figures for AOC GRO are drawn from Craft's tables for each

year~ the . predicted revenue (PR) for the first ten working years can
be calculated by formula 56, the predicted revenue for working years

10th.rough 24 can be calculated by formula 57, and the predicted
revenue for working years 25 through retirement can be calculated by
formula 58 .(56)

PR(i+l) = PR(i) + PR(i) x (.0169 + AOC GRO + UN GRO)

(57)

PR(i+l) = PR(i) + PR( i) x ( .0169 + AOC GRO + UN2GRO)

(58)

PR(i+l)

PR(i) + PR(i) x ( .0169 + AOC GRO + UN GRO)
4

If Craft's occupational classes are not appropriate, age-income
profiles will have to be developed for the occupational classes .used.
Dennison's estimate of secular growth should be usable in all cases.
The unexplained rate can be adjusted by using Craft's assumptions, or

by developing new assumptions if the use of new occupational classes

makes Craft's assumptions invalid.

The second method of determining predicted revenue when several
years of adjusted revenue differential are available consists of fi ting a time series regression equation to the available figure.
equation is calculated by entering the adjusted revenue as the

The
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dependent vari able and the appropriate median age as the independent
variable in a regression model.

The equation may be either linear or

curvilinear.
Care must be taken when using mathematical expansion to predict
.- -

the revenue differential.

It is quite possible to obtain an equation

which is statistically accurate, but empirically nonsensical.

It is

possible for several time series equations of different degrees to all
have high correlation and . statistical significance.

In that case, the

t

. equation chosen will be the one judged to be the most empirically
accurate.

to

aid in the judgment decision of the proper regression equation

to be used in predicting future revenue differential, an age-income
differential profile and regression equation was derived from Hanoch's
cross sectional census study. 22

It should be noted that the figures

used here· are not the revenue differential as defined in this study,
but are the differences in gross earnings between those with bachelors'
degrees and thos e with only a high school education.

The age-inco e

differential profile derived from Hanoch's data on Northern white
males is shown in Figure 2.
(59)

y = - 1no -

The regression equation of this curve is:

11.a1X +

1.01x2 - o.ossx 3

where Y = income differential
X = age. 23
22

Hanoch, PP· 310-29 .

23This equation was determined by curvilinear regression analysis.
Details of the analysis are shown in Appendix B.
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It is expected that the age-revenue differential profile used to
predict revenue differential will be similar to the formula derived
from Hanoch's data.
Expected Revenue
Expected revenue to college education is estimated by adjusting
predicted revenue for mortality and, if necessary, for unemployment.
The chance of a graduate of average age living to each year of

working life can be determined from mortality tables.

This probability

is applied to the predicted revenue estimated for each respective year.
The necessity for adjustment for unemployment depends upon the

data collection methods.

If the entire population were surveyed, or

if the data were collected by random sampling and returns were received from all graduates sampled, the effect of unemployment is
automatically included in predicted revenue and further adjustment

is not required.

If, however, returns are not received from all these

surveyed, it must be assumed that some of the non-responding graduates
are unemployed, and adjustment for unemploymen t is then required.
Expected revenue (R) for each year is calculated by eitl1er formula 60 or 61.

If the _predicted revenue (PR) needs adjustment only for

mortality (M), formula 60 ·is used.
adjustment for both mortality

If the predicted revenue requires

(M) and unemployment (UNBW), formula

61 is used.

(60)

R = PR

(61)

R = l'R x (1 - M) x (1 - UNEMP)

x (1 -

M)

61

~

RETURN

· Toe above procedures wi l l devel op two sets of figures:

(1) the

cost per student for four years of col lege education, and (2) the expected revenu_~ to the investment in college education for each year

&f the graduate's working life.

The s t art of the graduates' college

freshman year is considered year zero, C equals cost, R equals expected rever:iu e to college education , the subscript represents years

from year zero, n equals the total years of working life, and I is
'

the interest rate.
Two methods can be used to convert these flows -into a measurement
of the return to investment in college education.

They are the present

value approa ch and the internal-rate-of-return approach.

The present

value (PV) is calculated ~y formula 62.
(62)

' where I is the given interest rate.

The pre sent value is the do! la r

value of the cost and revenue streams at year zer o.

The inter na-l-rate-of-return is calculated by formula (6~) •
.

(63)

0

=

.

• •• + __R_n_
(l+I) 3

(l+I) 5

(l+ ~)

The value of I i s detennined by trial and error , and represents the
rate of interest which discounts the present value of the cost-revenue

flow to zero.

'

i
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I

f

When used for decision purpos es, as in comparing two investments,

the " ••• present value approach rather than the internal-rate-of-return
approach provides the·correct decision rule in all cases. 024

The dif-

ficulty in using the present value a pproa ch is in choosing the proper

discount ra te .
~ '

The present value approach is pre f erred because the internal-rate-

of-return a pproach " ••• implicity assumes t hat .the proceeds can be
reinvested at the same rate of return .

The present value method assumes

that the funds can be reinvested at the same rate of interest as the
cost of capita1. 112 5
Both the present value and the internal -rate-of-return should
be calcula ted.

To make the internal-rate-of-return approach legiti-

mate, it may be assumed that the rate of. re t urn to education is the

same for a ll graduating classes.

This gives society the opportunity to

reinvest i n education at the same rate of retur n as the original investment.

The present value should be calcula t ed for several rates of

interest.

Suggested rates are 3,6,8, and 10 per cent.

24M. Blaug, "An Economic In:terpretation of Private Demand for
.E ducation," Economica, XXXIV (May, 1966), PP· 167-68 •
25Rogers, p . 125.

CHAPTER IV

EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF GENERAL MODEL
The population selected for empirical study was the males who
began study at South Dakota State University. (then South Dakota State

College} in either July or September 1958, graduated with a Bachelors
degree in June 1962, and received no further academic degrees.
aaximtun size of this population was determined as 94.

The

The University's

~ttendance records showed that 124 males began study at the University

in either July or September 1958 and graduated with a Bachelors degree
in June 1962.

Questionna ires were mailed to 118 of the graduates

whose addresses were obtained from the University 's Alumni Association.1

Thirty questionnaire recipients reported obtaining one or

more advanc·ed academic degrees, reducing the population under study

to a maximum of 94 .
.,J

Completed quest ionnaires were received from 55 of the possible 94
, graduates under study.

Information from the completed questionnaires

was used to represent data for the entire population.

The general

IIIOdel developed in Chapter III was used · to dete~mine an estimate of

..

cost, revenue and return to the investment in the college education of
the selected population.

1A co~plete presentation of the questionnair e and the questionnaire's finoings are presented in Appendix C.
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· COSTS
The cost of the undergra duate education was calculated using the

general mo_del presented in Chapter III. . Additions to the general

model were ne~essary when the data required were not in the necessary
form.

Direct costs and the opportunity cost of the services provided

by fixed capital were calculated for only the school year ending June

1962.

The ~pportunity.cost of foregone income was calculated for each

of the four school years.
'
Total curren t expenditures by Department for Instruction and
Deparbnental Research are shown in column 3 of Table 2. 2

The fraction

of "full ·time equivalent Faculty positions" (FTE) dedicated to in-

.

struction in 1969-703 is shown in column 2 of Table 2.

Assuming that

the fraction -of FTEs dedicated to instruction was the same in 1962
as in 1969-70, the cost allocated to instruction was calculated by

·m ultiplying column 2 by column 3 and is shown in column 4 of Table 2.
The total current expenditures allocated to instruction was
$1,723,924.50.

The ratio of undergraduate teaching hours to total

2south Dakota State College ·of Agricultural and Mechanical Arts.
Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ending June 1962, PP• 22-23.
3 :aased on personal correspondence between Mr. Norman M. Fische,

Institutional Research Officer of the South Dakota State University
Graduate School, and the writer.

-.

Table 2
Cost of Academic Departments Allocated
to Instruction for the School Year
Ending June 30, 1962

(1)
COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT

(2)
FTE INSTRUCTION
FTE TOTAL

AGRICULTURE:
animal sciencea
bacteriology
botany
cla.iry- husbandry
economics
entomology-zoology
horticulture b
plant science
rural. sociology
Teterinary science
:aechanized agriculture
administration
ARTS AND SCIENCES:
art
chemistry
education
English

roreign languages
history and political
sciencec
Journal.ism
:ausic
physical education
speech
religion
air training _
:military science
air science
llilitary stores
administration
NURSING

PHARMACY
EaME ECONOMICS
. ENGINEERING:

agricultural

(3)
TOTAL DEPARTMENT
FUND EXPENDITURES

(4)
COST ALLOCATED
TO INSTRUCTION

.311
.440
.949
.243
.491
.604
.220
.105
.631
.028
.285
.320

171,735.96
33,457.52
39,953.92
133,479.44
91,589.28
63,077.38
38,877-37
76,962.83
40,635.95
6,858.28
38,583.21
42,885.13

53,409.88
14,721.31
-37,916.27
32,435.50
44,970.34
38,098.74
8,553.02
8,081.09
25,641.28
192.03
10,996.21
13,723.24

. 1.000
-951

28,473.92
122,549.18
98,662.56
111,000.66
30,681.84

28,473.92
116,544.27
90,769.56
111,000.66
30,681.8

.756

48,463.31
73,616.57
46,953.73
123,498.02
53,731.39
13,988.08
3,403.32
4,215.56
599.98
570.66
16,828.81
146,173.40
87,713.27
118,288.69

44,489.32
42,771.23
46,953.73
115,717.64
53,731.39
13,988.08
3,403.32
4,215.56
599.98
570:66
15,650.79
121,908.62
80,959-35
89,426.25

.285

aJ+22.oo

2,400.27

.920
1.000

1.000
.918
.581
1.000
.937
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.930
.834
.923

.

\
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Table 2 (Continued)

COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT
civil
electrical
shops
_general
mechanical
mathematic s
physics
administration

FTE INSTRUCTION
FTE TOTAL
.120

.814
1.000
1.000

.805
.-985
.963
.750

TOTAL DEPARTMENT
FUND EXPENDITURES

COST ALLOCATED
TO INSTRUCTION

62_,668. 78
57,525.31
32-,539.61
29,106.73
· 49,514.86
89,428.12
74,901.69
252244.06

87,039.83
70,669.91
32,539.61
29,106.73
61 ,509.14
90,789.97
77,779.53
33 ,658.75

$1,723,924.50
aanimal husbandry and poultry combined.
bagronomy and plant pathology combined.

chistory, geography and political science combined.
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teaching hours, draw equaled 0.947. 4 Assuming that the cost -per semester hou~ of instruction was the same for both graduates and undergraduates, the current expenditure on undergraduates equaled
Sl,632,556.50.
The tota l current expenditures of the University equaled the total
of the current expenditures of the acad~mic departments, the Agricul-

tural Exper iment Station, and the Agricultural Extension Service. 5 .
These figures were found on pages 24-27 of the Financial Report and
totaled $5, 490,956.

The Current Expenditures Fonnula (CEF) from for-

mula 1 of the general model was calculated as:
CEF

= 1,632,556.50
5,490, 956

.....

0.297

Direct Costs
d

The direct costs of undergraduate education at South Dakota State _
University for the school year ending June 30, 1962 were for:
..

(1) books

:

and supplies,

(2) transportation, (3) equipment depreciation, (4) main-

tenance, (5) building depreciat i on, (6) library , and (7) salaries,
1abor, travel and operation.

(The cost of interest and rent was not

segregated by the Financial Repoo;t.)

Each of these seven elements of

cost was analyzed separately .

4 Financial Report - 1962, op. cit., P· 63.
5

...

. Ibid., pp. 24-27 .
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Books and Supplies.

The · c·ost of books and supplies was taken

from the University Catalogue. 6 The estimate given was $20 to$40 per
semester.

The average estimate of $30 per semester was used to deter-

mine a cost for books and supplies of $60 per year for each under-

graduate.
Transportation.

The cost of transportation was calculated using

the general model's assumptions.

The average distance from the par-

ents' home to South Dakota State University was determined from the
t

questionnaire as 148 miles.

The cost of transportati on, assuming a

cost of seven cents per mile, was $82.88 for each undergraduate.
Equipment Depreciation.
$3,987,201.75 . 7

The present value of all equipment was

The University determined the 1955 equipment depre-

ciation rate as 6.67 per cent per year. 8

Using the above rate of

depreciation, the total cost of equipment depreciati on was $249,200.
The

undergraduates' share of this cost was calculated using the Cur-

rent Expenditures Formula.

The cost of equipment depreciation equaled

$74~012 for all undergraduates.

... .

.

6south Dakota State College of Agricultu ral and Mechanical Arts,
General Cata logue: 1961-62, (Brookings, South Dakota, 1961), P· 5.
7 Financ ial Report 1962, P· 61.
8 Based on · persona l correspondence between. Mr. Richard

c .. Waldner,
Director of the South Dakota State University Space Planning Office,
and the writer.
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Maintenance.
$643,.137.05. 9

The maintenan ce cost of the physical plant was

Using the Q.irrent Expenditures Formula for allocation,

the cost of maintenance equaled $191 ,012 for all undergraduates~
.

Build ing Depreciation.

Building life . estimates were not avail-

To develop building life estimates the following was considered:

able.

(1) a study conducted by the South Dakota Commission on Higher Education recommended the razing of seven buildings whose average life was

:46 yea·r s 10 , · (2) the su~ge~ted life for tax purposes for banks and

office buildings' was 50 and 45 years respecti vely 11 , and (3) the 1969
Financial Repprt showed six buildings in use over 60 years • 12 · Using
the above as guidelines, an average life of 55 years was arbitrarily

assigned.

Tax life figures were used as the estimated useful lives

of the campus service structures:

(1) a 28-year life for tunnels and

stream lines, (2) a 50-year life for water, sewer and electrical lines,

and (3) a 20-year life for roads and walks. 13
each campus building is found in column

s 14

The present value of

and the yearly depreciation

in column 9 of Table 3.

9F'inancial Report 1962 , P· 24 •
.lOsouth Dakota Corrnniss ion on Higher Education, Facilities and

South Dakota Higher Education, (Pierre, South Dakota, 1969), PP· 123-26.
llPrentice-Hall 1969 Federal Tax Handbook , (Engle Cliffs, New
Prentice Ha 11 Inc., 1969), P· 267 •

Jersey:

12south Dakota State University, Financial Report for the Fiscal
Year Endin~ June, 1969, pp. 92-96.

13Prenti ce Hall Handboo k, PP· 267-68.

14Financiai Report _962 , PP· 55-59.

..

·
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Division by type of space for each campus building was provided
by the South Dakota State University Building Inventory, September 30,

This inventory~ssigned space by square footage by the detailed

1969.

SOCHEF cod.ing system.

--

...

Space by fract · on of total space assigned codes

representing the general model's office , labora tory, classroom and
"other" space is shown in Table 3.
added:

Two additiona l categories were

(1) storage and shops, and (2) special.

category is ·self explanatory.

The storage and shops

Included in the special category is

space · used for tl1e armory, athletics, data processing services and

audio visual servic es plus all of th

service structures.

Unassigned

space 15 was not included in the fract ional calculations, so the cost

of unassigned space was automatically allocated according to the

proportionally assign ed areas.
The cost of each category of space for each building was calculated by multiplying the yearly depre ciati on by the fracti onal amount
of space for each category.

The yearly cost of office , laboratory,

classroan, other, storage and shops, and special space for each buil
_ing is found in column 10 through 15 of Table 3.

Since the fractions

repres~nting each type of space were dravvn from a 1969 study, any
additions to the bu ildings after 1962 distorted the cost allocation.

The farm buildings were analyz ed separately because of the large
amount of their usag e dedicat ed to resea r ch.

Dr. Duane Acker, Dean of

15unassigned space included: (1) space under conversion,
(2) hallway space, (3 ) custodial space, and (4) mechanical space.
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the College of Agricultural and.Biological Sciences provided his per-

sonal estimate of the percentage of each building's use dedicated to
instruction. 16

Dr. Acker's estimates are shown in column 2 of Table 4 •

.

Column 3 of Table 4 gives the 1962 pr es ent value of each fann building.17

The amount of present valu e dedicated to instruction was

calculated by multiplying column 2 by column 3, and the results are

shown in co lwnn 4 of Table 4.

The total present value of the farm

buildings used for instru~tion was $176., 283.
-

t

.

The t ax guideline for farm buildings suggested a useful life of
25 years. 18

This estimate was accepted as t he average life of the

fann buildings, providing an annual depreciation rate of four per cent.
Yearly depreciation of fann buildings used f or instruction was calculated as $7,051.

This figure was considered as a portion of the cost

of laboratory depreciation.

The to tal yearly cost to undergraduates of office depreciation

was calculated by applying the Current Expendi t ures formula to the
yearly office depreciation cost of $20,708.

The cost of office _depre -

ciation al located to all undergraduates wa s $6, 150 .
.

.

16Based on personal correspondence between Dr. Duane Acker, Dean
of the Col lege of Agricultural and Biological Sciences of South Dakota
State University, and the writer.
.

-

1 7Fina ncial Report 1962, op. cit., PP• 57-59.

18soutp Dakota Commission on Higher Educa tion, Facilities,
p. 268.
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Tabie 4

1962 Present Value of Farm Buildi~gs
Used for Instruct ion -

(1)
Building

Agronomy Corn Pollenating Building
East Agronaey Farm Buildings:
Steel Machine Sheds
Garage

House
Animal ffusb andry Buildings:
llachine Sheds
Beef Catt1e Shed, Steel Grain
Bin. and Stell Granary
Ft. Lincoln Garage
Hay Storage
Sutri t ion Laboratory Corrals
-Tool House~ Scale Hou3e & Corral
Borth Steer Shed
Borth Steer Shed Silo
•orth Steer Shed Scale House
Bull Sheds and West Beef Barn
Corn Crib and Sca1e House
Beef Cattle Barn
Beef Barn Silos
Beef Barn Silos, Steel
Butrition. Building
Central Feed Unit:
Steel Grain Bins
Grai~ Storage Building
Silos

Elevator
Horse Barn
North Farm:-

Bouse
Portable Hog Sheds and Scale

House

(2)
Percentage
use for
Instruction

(3)
1962

Present
· Value

400

0.
•1

- .

.

(4)
Present
Value
Dedicated To
Instruction
0

•

10%
10%

8,000
1,000

10%

1,000

800
100
700

10%

6,000

600

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

2,800
3,000
5,000
3,500
15,000
500
3,500
625
4,000
75,000
3,200
7,000
10,000
500

280
300
500
350

10%

10%
10%
10%

80%
80%
80%
10%
10%

1,500
50
350
62
400
60,000
2,560
5,600
1,000
50

10%

4,700

470

10%

140

10%

1,400
2,800
10,000
16,700

280
1,000
11,690

5%

8,500

425

5%

3,400

170

10%
10%
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Table 4 ( Continued)

(1)

Building

Hog House

Barn

Corn Crib and Granary
Sheep Barn
Chicken House
Garage and Machine Shed
Sheep Farm:
Shed
Barn
Granaries
Barn - Shop
Portable House (Old)
Portalbe Houses (Nev)
Portable Granaries
Garage
Swine Farm:
Hog House
Boar Barn
Jlog Barn
Bo. 213 Barn
Portable Hog Houses
Swine Evaluation Unit
Central Farm Buildings:
Barn
Silo
House
Garage
Dairy Barn Group:
Dairy Barn
Dairy Silos
Dairy Bull Barn
Dairy Herdsman's Cottage
Dairy Herdsman's Garage

Horticulture Group:
. G.r eenhouse and Headhouse
Greenhouse
Head.house (Old)
Root Cellar

(2)
Percentage
u se f or
I nst ruction

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%

40%
40%

40%
20%
20%
20%

20%
20%
20%

25%
25%
25%
25%

25%
25%
25%

(3)
1962

Present
Value

1,000
2,500
1,000
3,000
200 ·
2,000
8,000
5,000

500
1,500
5,000
2,400
200
150

( 4 )·
Present
Value
Dedicated To
Instruction
50

125
50
150
10

100
3,200
2,000
200
600
2,000 .
960
80
60

25,000
2,000

5,000
400

2,200
· 6,400
16,000

440
1,280

· 9,500
800
5,000
1,000

2,375
200·
1,250
250

20,000
11,740

2,910

4,ooo

Boo

3,200

5,000

3,500

875

25%
25%

5,000
600

1,250
150

30%
30%
30%

30,000
35,000
10,000
28,500

30%

9,000
10,500

3,000
8,550
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Table

4 (Continued)

(1)

(2}

Building

Percentage
use for
Instruction

'rractor Shed
Peat Shed
Flat Storage Shed
Pot and Tool Shed
Poultry
Poultry Department ·office
A House
B House
A-B Granary
C House
D House
E House
F House
G House
Title House
K House
L House
M House
N House
T House
Brooders
Portable Houses
~key Houses
Summer Shelters
Steel Granaries
Cage House
East Farm Buildings:
House
Barn
Garage
Sheds
Chicken House
Machine Shed
Wood Shed
End of East Farm Buildings:
Machine Sheds
Pump House
Sheds

30%

30%
30%
30%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

5%
5%

(3)
1962

Present
Value

(4)
Present
Value
Dedicated To
Instruction

2,000
500
150
200

600
150
45
60

20,000
1,500
3,000
1,500
3,000
40,000
100
100

2,000
150
300
150
300
4,000
10
10
0
10
150
150
150
1,000
50
129
60
25
50
140
600

0

0
100
1,500
1,500
100
10,000
1,290
600
250
5,700
1,400
6,000

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

5,000
2,500
350
3,700
300
500
30

250
125
18
185
15
25

20%
20%
20%

3,300
150
800

660
30
160

I ·
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Table

(1)
Building

Animal Disease
Entomology Chemical Storage
Entomology Storage Shed
. Fences
Plant Pathology Machine Shed
Veterinary Animal Building
Plant Pathology Tool Shed

4 (Continued)
(2)
Percentage
use for
Instruction

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
-5%
5%

(3)
1962

Present
Value

(4)
Present
Value
Dedicated To
Instruction

50,000
2,720
2,000

2,500

148,430

7,422

3,000
2,000
200

100
10

136
100

150
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Tot.al cost of yearly depreciation on campus laboratories was
$40,538.

The 1969 Building Inventory showed a total of 147,418 square

feet of l aboratory spa_ce.

A study by Dr. Paul Koepsell showed that

30,668 square feet of campus spac_e was ·used for research in 1970. 19
Assuming that'the _arnount of square footag e used for research was the
same i n 1962 as in 1970, laboratory usage for instruction equaled

79.2 per cent of t otal laboratory usage.

Appl ying this percentage,

the deprec iation cost of campus -laboratory depr eciation dedicated to
instruct ion was ~alculated as $32,106.

Die t otai depreciation cost of iaboratory space ·of campus and

farm bui ld ings used for instruction was $39,157.

The general model's

assumption that each graduate semester hour demands twice the laboratory usage of an undergraduate semester hour wa s used.

The modified

ratio of undergraduate hours taught divided by total hours taught
(with graduate hours doubled) was as .899. 20

Appli cation of this ratio

to the depreciation cost of laboratory space used for instruction
yielded the yearly cost of depreciation of laboratori es of $35,202 to
be alloca ted to all undergraduates.
The total cost of depreciation of space defined as "other''

equaled $2, 698.

Undergraduates made up 92.3 per cent of the total

-- 19eased on South Dakota State University Interdepartmental
Corresponde nce between Dr. Paul L. Koepsell, Director of Research
South Dakota State University, and Mr. Herb Woodwa rd, Grants
Accountant; · s outh Dakota State University.
2 <\:inancial Reoort 1962, oo. -cit., P· 63.
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student popu lation. 21

This percentage was used to allocate the cost

of other space in equal proportions to all students.

The cost of

yearly depreciation al,located to all undergraduates equaled $2,490.

The special category included all types of space not included in
the other categories:

(1) data processing, (2) athletics, (3) audio

visual, (4) ROTC, and service structures.

The entire cost of depre-

ciation of space used for athletics and ROTC was allocated to undergraduates.

·Tue . depreciation cost of space used for data processing

and audio visual •services was allocated by the Current Expenditures

Formula.

The ~ost of depreciation of the service structures was also

allocated by the Current Expenditures Formula.

The allocation to

undergraduates of depreciation cost of each building's special space
is shown in column 16 of Table 3.

The total cost of yearly depreci-

ation of space included in the special category allocated to all

undergraduates equaled $12,433.
The entire cost of building depreciation attributed to undergraduates was the total of the undergraduates share of depreciation of

office, laboratory, classroom, other, stora ge and shops, and special
space.

The total yearly building deprec-iation allocated to under.

.

graduates equaled $68,395.
Library. The direct operating expense of the library was
.
22 The dollar inventory of the library's holdings equaled
$134,488.19 •

.

21south Dakota, Th i rty Seventh Biennial Reoort of the Regents of
of Education of the State o f South Dakota to the Governor for the Fiscal Year Endi ng June -30, 1962, P· 26.
4

22Financ ial Report 1962, P· 24.
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$678,159 in 1962. 23

The depreciati on of the library's holdings was

calculated by applying the model 's assumption of a 50-year useful life,
and equaled $13,563.

.The rate to student checkouts to total checkouts

equaled . 85 in 1970. 24 Assuming this rate to have been the same in
1962, the cost of the library to all ·u ndergraduates equaled $125,843.

Salaries, labor, travel and operation .

The 1962 Fin~ncial Report

presented the expenses of salaries, labor, travel and operation for the
areas of

"General

Administration , " "Gen.eral Expenses," "Instruction and

..- pepartrnen~al Research" and "Printing."

The model's procedures for

the allocation of salaries were applied to the combined expenses of

salaries, labor, travel, and operation.

The combined expenses of Gen-

eral Admin istration, General Expenses (student housing not included),
and Printing were allocated by the Current Expenditures Formula which

charged to all undergraduates $121,450 for the expenses of these
areas. 25

The undergraduates' share of Instruction and Departmental

Research expense s had been previously estimated as $1,632,557.

The

total cost of salaries, labor, travel and operation of the areas of
General Administration, General Expense , Printing and Instruction and
Departmental Research allocated to all undergraquates was $1,754,007 •

..

23Based o~ personal correspondence between Mr . Alfred G. Trump ,
I>irector of Library, South Dakota State University, and the writer.
24 Ibid.

251:in~~cial Repor t 1962, PP· 21-24.
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Total direct costs.

The·total direct cost in 1962 to a single

undergraduate equaled his share of:

(1) books and supplies, (2) trans-

portatio n, (3) equipment depreciation, (4) maintenance, (5) building
depreciation, (6) library, and (7) salaries, labor, travel and opera-

--

tion.

The costs of books and supplies , and transportation were calcu-

lated in terms of cost per single undergraduate.

The remaining

elements were calculated in terms of cost to all undergraduates.

The

costs calcuiated for these remaining elements were each divided by the
undergr«louate enrollmen t of 3,516 to determine the cost to be allocated

to a single undergraduate. 26

.

The total direct cost allocated to one

undergraduate was $772.36.
Opportunity Cost
C<Mnponents of opportunity cost are the loss of services of in-

. vested capital and the loss of production represented by the earnings

-foregone

by the student while he was in school.

The opportunity cost

of the loss of the servic~s was calculated oniy for the school year
ending J une 30, 1962.

The foregone earnings were calculated for each

of the four schoo l years.
Opportunity cost of the loss of servic es.

Invested capital is

the present value of capital tied up in land , buildings and equipment

~sed to educate the student.

26sou~h

The Financial Report gave the present

Dakota, Report of Regents of Education 1962, p. 126.
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Table 5
Total Direct Costs Allocated to One Undergraduate
for the School Year ending June 30, 1962

Element

Cost Allocated to
All Undergraduates

$ 60.00

Books and Supplies

82.88

i'ransport at ion
Equipment Depreciation

74,012

Li.brary

Salaries, Labor, Travel
and Operation

21.05
54.33

Maintenance
Building Depreciation

Cost Allocated · to
One Undergraduate

68,395

19.45

125,843

35.79
498.86
$772.36
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value of land as $541,300. 27 ·Jhe application of the Current Expenditures Formula gave the undergraduates' share of the present value of
land as $76,610 .

The presen t value of investment in buildings used in the education

.

.

of undergraduates wa s calculated by multiplying the undergraduates' _
yearly share of depreciation by the applicable useful life.

The total

present value of ~uildings used in educating undergraduates equals
$3,413,343.

ment

was

The undergraduates ' share .o f the present value of equip-

calcul ated by multiplying the yearly depreciation co~t of

ecpipment by the useful life of 16 years to obtain a present value of
$1,184,192.

The total present value of capital invested in land, buildings
and equiµnent used in the education of undergra duates was $4,674,145.
One undergra duate's share of this invested capital had a present value

of $1,329.

It was difficult to select the proper interest rate to be ·

charged against the invested capital because the State of South Dakota
issues very few bonds.

In 1962, the state did have, however, a

University Dormitory Sinking Fund with an interest rate of 3.5 per cent
per year.28

It was decided that 3.5 per cent w~s a reasonable rate of

interest to be charged against the invested capital.

The opportunity

2 7 Financial Reoort~ P· 55.
2Bsou~h Dakota , Annual Reoort of the Treasurer of the State of
South Dakota for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1962, (Pierre, South
Dakota, 1962), p. 138.
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.cost to one undergraduate of the loss of services of invested capital
equaled $46.52 in the school year ending June 30, 1962.
Foregone income.

~

The second element of opportunity cost was

income foregone by the student while he was receiving his education.

.

.

The estimates of the average income of a white 1958 high school graduate for the years 1958 through 1962 were drawn from Appendix E.

The

assumption was made that one half of each year's income was earned by
June 30th of that year.

The earning·s of a white 1958 high school

graduate .during each of the four school years.under study are shown in
column 2 of Table 6.

The average college student earnings while in

school ·was determined from the questionnaire as $1,269.

The opportun-

ity cost of a student's foregone earnings while he was in school· is

shown in column 3 of Table 6.
Total Cost
Direct costs and the opportunity cost of foregone services wer~
determined for the school year ending June 30, 1962.

The opportunity

costs of foregone earnings were calculated for each o~ the four years.

All cost data were ·adjusted in terms of 1958 dollars. 29

The di-

rect cost and opportunity cost o~ foregone services were assumed constant for all four years of schooling.

29see Appendix D for price indexes.

In 1958 dollars, the direct

Table 6
Income Foregone by South Dakota St ate University
Undergraduates for the School Years Endi ng
June 30, 1959 through June 30, 1962a

Average White High
School Graduate's
Earnings

Foregone Income
SDSU Undergraduate

1959

2304

103)

1960

2701

1432

1961

3133

1864 ·

1962

. 3603

School Year Ending
June 30

~2Ali figures are in 1958 dollars.

2334
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cost was $738.39 per undergraduate 30 , and the cost of foregone services was $44.47 per undergraduate .

The opportunity cost of foregone

revenue for each year _is rec orded in terms of 1958 dollars in column
4 of

Table 7.

The total cost per year for an undergraduate's educa-

tion is shown. in column 5 of Table 7.

REVENUE
· The empirical app1ication of the general model required the
t

determination of the revenue differential due to college education.
\

Revenue differential was calculated by first determining the revenue

due to educa tion through college, and then subtracting the revenue
due to educa tion through high school as approximated by the average
earnings of high school graduates.
Revenue Due to Education -Through College
Revenue due to education through college was calculated by the
gathering and .a nalysis of data from the selected population of Sout

Dakota State University graduates.

The gathering of data required the
·,

creation of a questionnaire by selection of spe~ific measures of the
factors affecting income.

The analysis of the data was accomplished

by applying regression analysis to the data collected.

30The resources available for use in this study allowed of the
direct cost.for only one of the four school years. The use of only
one year's cost estimate assumes that the real direct cost of educating an undergraduate did not change during the four school years.
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Table 7

Total Cost of an Undergraduate's Education at South
Dakota State University for the School Yea rs
Ending June 30, 1959 through June 30, 1962a

(2)

June 30

Direct
Cost

1959

738.39

44.47

1027

1810

1960

738.39

44.47

1432

2215

1961

738.39

44. 47

1803

2586

1962

738.39

44. 47

2231

3014

aAl.1. f igures

(

are in 1.958 dollars.

(3)

(4)

(I)
School Year Ending

Opportunity Costs
Foregone
Foregone
Services
Services

(5)

Total
Cost
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Measur es selected to repres ent the factors affecting income.

The genera l model required that data be gathered that measured:

(1)

income, (2) race, (3) _occupation , (4) family background, (5) population
of the area in which the individual was raised, (6) age, (7) motiva-

--

tion, and (8) 'population of the area ·in which the individual is working.
Two conditi ons were considered ·in the choice of the measures.

The

first condition was the desire to keep the questionnaire as short as
possible in an attempt to increase the number of questionnaires returned.

Thi s resulted in requesting onl y 1970 information for all

measures except income, even though some measures may have changed

over time.

The second condition which a f fected the choice of measures

was the desire to have as many degrees of freedom as possible.

rather small number of observations mad e i t necessary

t ,:,

The

use contin-

uqus rather than dummy variables whenever possible. 31

3lnie larger the number of degrees of freedom the smaller the "t"
value requir ed for an independent variabl e to be considered to be
si.g nificant with a given degree of confidence:
d.f = n - k - l

where
d.f. = degrees of freedom ·

n = number of observati ons
k = number of independent ~ariables

"
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The problem of separating 1abor income from earnings was avoided
by asking directly for labor income.

Capital investment was request€d

~or those who O"W'Iled farms or were self-employed.

Race ·was not used as a factor in the empirical model because the
student body of South Dakota State University is almost completely
Caucasian.

The non-white enrollment in 1970 was 24 out of an under-

graduate student body of over 5,500. 32

It is reasonable to exp~ct that

even fewer non-whites were attending South Dakota State University in
1962.

It was de~ided that occupation could only be used as dummy variables in the regression equation.

A list of occupations was provided

in the quest ionnaire, and an additional space entitled "other" was
provided for those whose occupation was not listed.
High school grade point average, percenta ge rank in high school
graduating class and college grade point averag e were the measures

chosen to represent native ability.

The more desired measures of

intelligence quotient and college entrance examination scores were

ot

available.

The most easily quantifiable measures of f9mily background were

..

chosen:

(1) parents' income while student was in high school, and (2)

the number of years of schooling completed by father.

As it was fe l t

that some respondents would not be abie to give an accurate estimate

32Based on personal correspondence between Dr. James A Pederson,
Director of the South Dakota State University Office of Admissions and
Records, and the writer.
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of pa rent's income, the fathers ' occu pa tion was also requested, to allow a check ,o f the wage estimate .

None of the figures reported for

father •s income were unreasonable for the father's occupation.
The number of students in the indi vidual's high school graduating

class wa s cho·sen as the measure of t he population of the area in which
the indi vidual was raised.

The va st ma jority of the South Dakota State

Universi t y students had home towns in t he upper Midwest.

If a direct

estimate of - the· area's· population wa s r equested, dummy variables would
have -h ad to have•been used because of t he large amount of open country.
The use of the\ number of students in the high school graduating class
allowed use of a single variable.

Becaus e of the predominance of

public schools in the upper Midwest, this variable provided a reasonably accurate measure of relative area populations.
The measure chosen for age was age to the nearest year at the t i me

of college graduation .
The upper Midwest's large rural populati on made it necessary to

measure t he population of the area in which the individual is wo.rki g
in classe s rather than as a continuous variable.
were:

The classe_s chosen

( 1 ) open country, (2) less than 40 , 000 , ~3) 40,000 to 100,000

and (4 ) over 100,000.

Four divisioQS were used, r a ther than the three

divisions shQ'ln in the general model.
_ App endix
shows t h e

c

presents the questionnaire and its findings.

·
ques tionnaire.

Figure 4

Tables 13 and 14 present the data drawn from

the ques tionnaire that va.s used in the regres sion analysis.
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Modificat ion of Questionnaire · D'ata
The incomes reported in the questionnaires were modified in the

. ,,

case of the three farmers who reported owning capital.

The genera~

model required that six per cent of capita_l be charged against the
reported income as return to capital.

This procedure produced nega-

tive labor income for all three farmers in some years.

It was assumed

that the farmers' labor had some value, and that this value was not
less than the median South Dakota farmers' income.

An estimate of the

South. Dakota fanners' median income for each year was calculated in .
Appendix F.

\

The value shown for the capital owning farmers ·' income

in Table 19 is for each year the greater of:

(1) the reported income·

minus six per cent of capital investment, or (2) the estimated South
Dakota farmers' median income.

The 27 occupations were categorized on the basis of occu·pation
similarities.

The majority of respondent's occupations were placed

into the categories of science, business, agriculture, and social
science.

The categories of armed forces and airline pilots were added

because it was felt that these two occupa tions had unique characteristics, and could not be properly considered simi~ar to any of the other
occupations.

The category into which each reported occupation was

.
placed is shown in Table 13.

Regression Analysis
All re~ression analysis was accomplished using a "canned" program
based upon a multiple linear regression analysis program developed by

.
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Internationa l Business Machine 'Corporation. . Numerous "runs" were
attempted using various combinations of variables.

Only the three

most significant runs.are discussed below.
Initial linear analysis showed that age, high school grade point
average and college grade point average had no significant effect upon

income.

These three variables were eliminated from the ensuing analy-

sis.

Table 8 presents the results of the regression analysis for each
year with the independent variables of:

(1) the six occupation "dummy"

variables, (2) percentage rank in high school graduating class, {3)
number -of people in high school graduating class, (4) parents income
while the individua 1 was in high school, (.5 ) the four dummy variables

representing the population of the area in which the individual is
working, (6) the present number of dependents, and (7) years of school-

ing completed by father.

To be statistically significant at the 5 per

cent level, the variable's computed T valu e needed to exceed 2.042, and
the regressions F value needed to exceed 1.96.

Gradual elimination of the least signi ficant independent variables
resulted in the final ·set of linear regression ~quations.

Each year's

regression used either three or four of the independent variables repre- _
senting: (1) number of people in high school graduating class, (2) a
dummy variable representing that the individual reported working in an

area with a population of over 100,000, (3) the present number of dependents of the individual and (4) the number of years of schooling comby f a th er.:
·
Ple ted
Table 9.

The f1·nal linear regression analysis is shown in

•

ft.Me 8

•

Pro11a1nary Lineu- Regrossion An1lf111 Re1ult1
.tuly to
December

1962

Science,

Correlation X v1 y · 0,25281
Compute~ T Ve.J.ue

Armed Forces,

Agriculture&

Social Sciencos

Airline Pilot 1
,

.
..

0,484hl . o.47076
-0.00069

0.00207

1966

_1967 .

-

1969

1968

0.37576

0.37940

0.16176

0,21♦ 201

0.23638

-0.00116

-0.00343

..0.00230

.-t0,00248

0.00084

-0.02847 -0.02945
-0.00182 0.00051 .

-0.01622 ~0.011423

.0.08591
-0.00221

.. 0.05334
-0,00130

-0.09529

-0.00441

Correlation ·x vs· Y( -0,23813
Computed T Value
-0.00469

-0. 35056 -0.18310
-0.00645 -0.00466

-0.15851 -0.10859
-0 .00625 .-0.00711

-0.11889

..0.11531

-0.00430

-o.ooh41

-0.07793
..0 •.00072

Correlation X vs Y~ -0.05526
Computed T Value . -0.00407

-0.09963
-0.00157

-0.28657.
-0.00186

-0.31465
-0.00516 . -0.00752

0.01661
-0.00164

-0.05442

-0.00253

-0.26763
-0.00169

-0.17213

. -0.21994
-0.00591 : -0.00894

-0.17912
-0.00825

-0.03246 -0.01770
-0.00311 -0.00583

-0.04212
-0.00308

0.02550
-0.00174

0.10·733
0.00021

Correlation X vs Y -0.02840
Computed T Value
-0.00632

-0.00561 . -0.00478

0.04·661

0.07699

o.08h59 0.03852 .
-0.00344 -0.00779

-0.01113

-0.20234

0.16507

-0.00379

-0.01110

-0.047:18
-0.16406

·-0.03234
0.00679

-0.15192 -0.24443 -0.28357
. -1.85424 -2.44115 · -1.85619

.• 2.17412

Correlation X -:vs ·.y·
Computed .T Value .

' Business;

,.,

-0.00067

1965_

1964

1963

0.14862
0.00214

- 0.00155

-· -0.29271
;

Correlation X vs I
Computed T Value

..0.0024 5

0.00124

I

Rank in Highschool Claasa

Correlation X vs Y -0.02917
Computed T Value
0.12516

Nwnbor ot feople 1n Correlation

X

vo

Highf'chool Orac\u- Computed T Value

Y

-0.02'{90

-0.90568

-0.04920

0.14911.

0.16201

l,355'(3

-0.11653 -0.25768
-2.07380 -2.84937

0.11361
0.54996

0.12460
0 .-54309

-0.29837

~ting Claeoa
\0
I\)

0.21429 ·
1.26151
-o.~o7,♦l

-o.44188

,

r

,
•.

Table 8 (Continued)

-

July to

December
1962
Parent 1 R Incomes
?op\llo.tion . Aroe.
Working1 Open _

Correlation X vs Y 0.00067
Computed T Value
-0.21817

1966,

1967

1968

0.13738

o.0C650

0.12275

19(,3

1964

1965

0.11646

0.16369
1.10193

0.12878
1.18266

1.16881

-0.13641

- .0 .23476

-0.25861

0-67443

Correlation X va ? . 0.01999 · · -0.06119
-o, 4·757"(
0,13440
Comput ed T Vf\..\ue

.

0,25736

--

0,14039 -0.19219

0.21251

1969

-o.oh932

0.1,0391 · -0.37658

0.17124

0.12719

0. ·:>3062

0, ~9959

0, 591~60

0,770~0

.0.24439

-0.24174

-0.;4586

0.25100

0.02318

Country:

Leso thnn 40.0001
40,000 to 100,0001

Over 100 1 000:
Present nUJnbor ot
Dependents:
. School11:c coopleted
by Father:

Correlation X va Y -0.17330
Computed T Value
-0,396()~

.0.34183 . -0.36831
0.61022 0.5li85l

-0.85625

Ccrrelntion X vo Y -0.12459
Computed T Val.ut!
-0.74539

0.01596 -0.00747
0.57221

Corr~lation X vs Y 0.20453
Compute'1 T Value
-0.26828

o.43·r10
0.34701
1,68720 . 1.51761

o. 33·,01

0.95881

0.27581
2.37524

1.68720

Cortelnt:on X va Y -0.04796
Computed T_Valuo
-0.00·721

-0.17693

Co~relntion X-va Y
Compu"ted T Value

0.20238

2.63~q7

.0.06131
-o,44169 -0.09181 ·

24388 -0.20423
0.65974 ·

0.06808

· 0.08935

0.01825 .

.. 0.11073

· 0, 70637 .

0.00277
0,51992

-0.02057

1.05345
1.44394

0.32614

o.301(i4
1.16887

0.08606
0.63007

0.13115

0.86069

0,37039
1.08453

0.19931

0.13592
2~25305

. 0.09454

0,77499

0.04755 -0.00032
1.00074 , 0.59712

-0.06099 ~~0.04~87

.0.08295
0.93484

0.12680 ·

0.20936

0.96004

1.37611

2.52452

-0.05419 -0,15844

o. ~,~038 · 0.28202

392''( .85

6532.06

8164.68

8188,03

6599,13

o. 75547 .

0.62861

0.62924

0,43747

0.50735

0,58990

3,J.5695 ·

1.69863

l,70419

0.61534 ·

3789,31

l,38759

Intercept:

2064,16

3200.78, 2361.50

Multiple Corra•
lationa

0.52906

0.70836

P Vo.lu.ta

1.01061

2.6184,9

\()

w

I
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Multiple curvilinear regression analysis was accomplished using
the same computer model ·-_a s was used for the linear regression analysis.

In accordance with the general model, the continuous independent variab1es and ·a11 dependent variables were converted to logarithms.

The curvilinear analysis produced low computed T and F values, and
was disgarded.

Revenue Differential
The intercept of each regression equation as presented in Table 9
represents one year's revenue to education through college.

To deter-

mine the revenue differential, the revenue to education through high
school had to be calculated.

The former high school · peers of the

population under study graduated from high schools located mainly in

the upper midwest twelve years before this study was conducted.

It

would have required far more resources than were available for this
study to locate and survey the peers.

The average high school gradu-

ates' income was substituted for the revenue to education through high

s-c hool.
It was decided to use the national average high school income.
The college graduates· under study. had migrated to all parts of the

nation.

Also, since South Dakota has had a large amount of out mi-

gration it must be assumed that some of the graduates former high
school peers have migrated to other parts of the nation.

33

An

33The 1969 Statis t ical Abstract of the United States states
on page 6 that in the period of 1960 through 1967 South Dakota had ·

a net out migration of 79,000 people.

'!'able 9

Ftnn.l Linear Regression Anal.;yeia Reaulta
Ju.ly to

,,.

Dece~ber

1962

---......

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

-0.28274
-2.38035

-0.29805
·2,5~042

-~.13697

-0.171108

.. 2.94411

-0.09760

-1,79727

-1.69053

-2.:?41i22

Correlation X vs Y· 0.20458
1.86119
Computed T Value

0.27028
3,94330

0.34320
4.54417

0 .2li836

0.21037

3.20430

2.92298

0.09359
1.19133

O.J.3392
1.Ji6.806

0.37020
3.09182

PrP-~t-:nt Il1..1rr.ber
l)f Dependents:

Correlation X vo Y 0.27581
2,28842
Computed T Va.~ue

o.40309
3.04837

· 0.27525
2. 2l1636

0.29577 · . 0.24612
1,93122
1.41962

0.10595
l .16323

0.05447
0,83256

1.12863

Schooling Completed
by r'athe r:

:=orrelo.tion X vs Y -o.oh796
Computed T Vw.ue · -0.18055

-0.33816

r-0 , 26726

-0.290J7

-2.31942

-2,39313

-2.15788

-0.31018
-2 ,li5452

--------

------.--

l. 352~6

Intercept:

1392.22

4660.ll

6018.59_

6810.00

8623.98

8989,37

1oh26.G1

Multiple

0.37175

0.62915

0.63698

o. ·53569

0,52035

0,34797

0,36295

o.~e~n5

2.12619

8.18969

8,53478 .

5.03057

4.a,.oao.

2,34202

2.57921 ·

3.94831

Number of People
in 111 ~h School
Graduating Cla~sz

Correlation X vs Y
Computed T V1LlUe

Working in Arco.
With Population
Over 100,000:

Q0,07366

-0,20296

-0.20;1.2

0.00291
0.20959
9029. 76 .

Correlo.tiona
F Valu~:

\()

,

V1

\ .I.
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estimate of the national white, male high school graduates' average
income in 1958 through 1969 is presented in Appendix E.
Table 10 shows the calculation of adjusted revenue differential
for each ye2r in 1958 dollars.

The revenue differential in column 4

was calculated by subtracting the average white, male high school
graduates' income {column 3) from the intercept (column 2) for each
year.

The adjusted revenue differential (column 6) was calculated by

applying the price index in column 5 to the revenue differential for
each year.

Expected Revenue

The eight years of adjusted revenue differential were expanded by
a modified linear mathematical equation to determine the lifetime .predicted revenue.

Expected revenue was then calculated by adjusting the

predicted revenue for mortality and unemployment.
To calculate predicted revenue, time series analysis was accom-

plished for first, second and third degree equations· with the adjusted
revenue differential as the dependent variable and the graduates'
median age as the independent variable for each year.

Each of the

three regression equations was statistically significant, but only the
linear equation produced reasonable results.

.

Table 10

Adjusted Revenue Dirrerential

1
Year

2

Intercept

3

4

High School

Revenue
Differential

Average Income

-

1962

1392

1926b

1963

4667

4351

1964

6019

1965

a

5
1958 Price
Index

.

6
Adjusted Revenue
Differential

104.6

-510

316

105 .9

298

4990

1029

107.3

959

6810

5543

1267

109.1

1161

1966

8623

6137

2486

112.3

2214

1967

8989

6810

2179

115.4

1888

1968

10427

7512

2915

120.3

2423

1969

9030

8246

784

126.8

618

-534

&Adjusted Revenue Differential figures .in 1958 dollars~
bone halt of average high school income in 1962. ·
\0
~
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The linear equation was:
'l

= - 10611 + 472.6X

Y

= adjusted revenue differential
= median age34

where

X

The computed T value was 7.6 and the F value equaled 58.0.

showed significance at above the one per cent level.

Both tests

However, the

writer fElt that it would be unrealistic to expect a constant rate of
revenue increase over the entire working lifetime.

One method of

modifying the rate of chang~ would have been to make an priori assump-

tion about the rate of change, as Craft did in his study. 35

This

method was not adopted because it was considered to be too arbitrary.
The linear expansion was modified by accepting Hanoch's finding that
age 47 produces the maximum revenue differential, and holding the
predicted revenue constant from age 47 to 65.

The shape of the age-

predicted revenue curve is shown in Figure 3.
1be model defined expected revenue as predicted revenue adjusted

for mortality, and if necessary, for unempl oyment.

The expected mor-

tality rate for white males was drawn from U. S.- Bureau

3

4ine

of Census

reason for the violent drop in the adjusted revenue differential for 1969 was not discovered. The writer felt that the
1969 data were atypical, and did not enter it into the linear regression analysis of the expansion equation. Elimination of the 1969
data increased the multiple correlation coefficient from 0.64 to 0.959.
35Craft, pp. 46-57.

•
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Annual. .

Predicted
Revenue

.

Age

Figure 3

AGE-PREDICTED REVENUE CURVE .

I
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data. 36 As not all of the· questionnaires were returned, it was assumed
that some of the nonrespondents were unemployed, and that an adjustment
was required.

The Survey of Current Business showed that white collar

worker unemployment ranged from 2.0 per cent to 2.3 per cent in the
period of 1965 through 1969, 37 with a yearly average of 2.12 per cent

for the period.

Using the simplified assumption that the graduates

under study all fall in_the white collar category, a constant unemployment rate of 2.12 per cent was applied ·to all years of working life.
Table 11 presents a summary to the calculation of the expected

revenue for each year of working life.
pectancy.

Column 2 ·shows the life ex-

Column 3 shows the expected employment rate.

the predicted revenue.

Column 4 gives

The first eight years' figures for predicted

revenue are the adjusted revenue differential; the remainder of the
figures was calculated from the modified linear expansion discussed
.. :- -..-~- .aboy~-

Column ?. gives the expected revenue to college education in

1958 dollars.

Column 5 is the product of column 2, 3, and 4 for each

year.

36u~ S. Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
States: 1964, 85th ed., (Washington : Government Printing Office,
1964)~ p. 55.

37u. s. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business,
XI.VII (October, 1967), S-13; XLVIII (November, 1968), S-12;

L (November, 1970), s-12.
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TABLE 11

Expected Revenu ea

1

2

3

4

Age

Life
Expectancy

Expected
Ernployrne:1t
Rate

Pr edicted
Revenue

22
23

-99830
.99831
-99837
-99845
-99852
-99855
-99854
-99850
-99844
-99837
.99828
-99817
-99804
-99788
.99769
-99748
-99724
-99698
-99668
-99633
.99594
.99550
.99500
-99446
-99387
-99318
-99240
-99152
-99066

. 9788
.9788
.9788
-9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788

510
298
959
1161
2214
1888
2423
618
3579
4052
4525
4998 .
5471
5944
6417
6890
7363
7836
8309
8782
9255
9728
10201
10674
11147
11620
11 620
11620
11620

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45

46

47
48

49
50

5

Expected
Revenue

498
291
937
1135
2164
1845
2368
604
3498
3960
4421
4883
5345
5806
6266
6727
7178
7647
8106
8564
9022
9479
9934
10390
10844
11296
11287
11277
11267
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TABLE il

1

2

Age

Life
Expectancy

- 51
52

.98955
-98851
.98744
-98634
.98516
-98389
.98252
.98103
.97941
.97774
.97594
.97385
.97137
.96856
-96545

53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

65

(Continued)

3
Expected
Employment
Rate

4

5

Predicted
Revenue

Expected
Revenue

11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620
11620

11254
11243
11231
11218
11205
11190
11175
11158
11140
11120
11100
11076
11048
11016
10981

.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788
.9788

/

aAll monetary figures are in 1958 dollars.

,
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RETURN
The cost and expected revenue figures were all calculated in 1958
c1ollars, so they vere entered .directly into the present value-internal

rate of return equation.

The costs were entered in the equation as if

they all occurred at the end of each school year.

The expected revenue

was entered in the equation as if all income was earned in the middle

of each calender year.

The present val~e of the investment in the

college educa tion of the males who began study at South Dakota State
University in either July or September 1958, graduated with a Bache\

lors' degree in June 1962, and received no further academic degrees at
the interest rates suggested in the model are:

interest rate
present value

$133,234

6%

8%

10%

$57,715

$34,059

$20,280.

The internal rate of return to the investment in the graduates' col-

lege education was 19 per cent.

38

38since the actual revenue stream for the years 1962 through 1969
and the exoected revenue stream varied, an interactive technique was

employed t~ determine the internal rate of return.

I

'-

CHAPTER V
SU!vNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This final chapter is a discussion of both the general model and
the- empirical model.

The general model 's weaknesses and empirical

applications are discussed.

The informa tion generated by the empiri-

cal mode l are evaluated with emphasis pla ced on the findings that are
iaporta.nt to the state of South Dakota.

GENERAL MODEL

The general model was successfully appl ied to calculate the social
economic ·return to the investment in the coll ege education of the males
who bega n their education in 1958 at South Dakota State University and

gradua ted with a bachelor's degree in June 1962 .

Additions to the gen-

eral model were -required only when empirical cos t data specified by

the· model were not available.
Revenue to the investment in the selected population's college
education was _successfully calculated using one of the alternative
methods described .by the general model.

However, the writer would

like to test the revenue portion of the genera 1 model using a much
larger sample size.

The multiple correlation coeff icients achieved

by the empirical regressions were quite high compared to those of

ot her empirical studies, but the writer feels that a larger sample

s i ze would allow more independent variables, es pecia lly the occupation
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dummy variables, to become statistically significant.

The addition of

more significant variables would be advantageous because the regression
equations vould become more accurate as income production functions, and

because the addition of more statistically significant independent variables should increase the value of the multiple correlation coefficient.

Weaknesses of General Model

The general model contains three ~nherent weaknesses:

(1) the

effect on income of education other than formal education is not accounted for, (2) the accuracy of predicted revenue differential depends
upon the continuation of the present wage structure, and (3) any income
which accrued to an independent variable not defined by the regression
equation will be included in ·revenue to education through college and/
or revenue to education through high school.

The first two weaknesses

could be removed by substantial increases in the sophistication of the
model.

The third veakness is an inherent weakness of regres·sion

analysis.

The model could be designed to include -and account for the ef-·
fects of non-formal education such as on-the-job training, non-degree
studies and courses, etc.

To include non-formal education would re-

quire a increase in the theoretical portion of the model, and more
importantly, a substantial. increase in the size of the questionnaire •.

The writer assumed that non-formal education had only a small effect
on income.

The small loss in accuracy caus-ed by not including non-

formal education was probably offset by the shorter questionnaire and

I.
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the larger percentage of quentionnaire returns made possible by
the short questionnaire.
The accuracy of predicted revenue calculations by either Craft's

method or mathematical expansion depends upon the cont_inuation of the
present wage structures.

It is possible, for example, that with the

increasing percentage of college graduates and decreasing percentage
of high school only graduates, the wage structure may become more

favorable to non-college graduates.

Any future shift in the wage

structure would reduce the accuracy of the present revenue predictions.
Any

predictions are perilous, and since reliable predictions of future

wage structures were not found, the writer felt that the most accurate
predictions could be achieved by assuming stability of the present
wage structure.

Part of the revenue attributable to an independent variable not
defined in the regression equation will be counted as revenue to education because the inte_rcept of the regression equation is used as the

revenue to education through college and revenue to education through

high school.

The risk of overstating revenue to_college education

could have been avoided by defining college education as an independent
dummy variabl~ in the regression equation; however, the use of the
intercept makes estimation of revenue differential possible with
limited resources.

The college dummy variable could be made signifi-

cant only if both the college graduates and their former high school
peers were surveyed.

Finding and surveying the high school peers
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· requires far more time and money than finding and surveying the population of college graduates.

The use of the intercept provides the

alternative of substituting the average high school graduate's income

£or revenue to education through high school, as in the empirical
aode_l , making possible an estimate of the return to the investment in
college education with only a limited budget.

The writer feels that

if care is taken in choosing the independent variables, the flexibility
in the size of the budget necessary to apply the general model overcomes the risk of inadvertently excluding an independent variable that
would have been statistically significant.

EMPIRICAL MODE..
Although the primary purpose of the empirical model was to test
the general model, the findings of the empirical model are also important.

The empirical data gathered adds to general knowledge, and much

of the data has implications of specific interest to the state of

South Dakota.
Analysis of questionnaire returns revealed two facts important to
South Dakota.

First, the number of people living in South Dakota after

~ceiving their bachelor's degree in 1962 at South Dakota State University

(9 of 55) shows the extremely heavy out-migration of educated people
from the state.

If the state's investment in and revenue from the

college education of this population of graduates were calculated, the
rate of return would be very low.

This could be an important consider-

ation when decisions about the relative size of the social and private
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investments~ such as tuition c ost s, are made~

Second, the large number

of a"dv~m ced degrees received by the sampled years' graduates (see Table
15) indicate s that the undergraduate education and/or the quality of
students at South Dakota State University is rather high for a relatively small college.

It also emphasizes the severity of the "brain

drain" in South Dakota.

The cost figures presented i n Table 7 are the best estimate o.f the

actua l social economic cost of South Dakota undergraduate education
avail able.

More important, however , is the lack of available cost

data as illus trated by the number of as sumpt ions that .the writer wa:s

forced ta make in order to calcula te the cost figures..

Data were la ek-

ing in areas such as expected building life, breakdown between the
costs of ins truction and research , the port i on of maintenance and ad-

rnin.istrations costs attributable to the Agricul t ural Experiment Station
and

Agricultural Extension Services, and other areas important to any

canpr ehens i ve planning done at the Univers i t y.

It is apparent that

South Dakota State University (and indeed mos t universities) should
adopt a comprehensive information system suc h as the one suggested by
- . the South Da kota Commission on Higher Education. 1

Toe regression analysis results shown i n Table 8 merit discussion.
The variables rep~esenting occupation, percentag e rank in high school

- graduating cla ss, and the dummy variables re presenting that the

1south Da kota Commission on Higher Educa ti on, Costs.
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- individual is working in an area with a population under 100,000 were

not statistically significant; there~ore, none of the~e variables affected the income of the population sampled.

However, using the corre-

-

1ation of the independent versus the dependent variable (correlation

X vs Y) it is possible to determine if the correlation coefficient was
as expected, and to speculate what the results may have been if the
sample size had been large enough for these variables to be significant.
The "X vs Y" correlation coefficient of the variable representing
the· scientific occupations is strongly positive, the correlation
coefficient for the variable representing airline pilots is very mild.,.

ly positive and the correlation for the other occupations is negative.
This suggests, as was expected, that those individuals in scientific
occupations earn the highest incomes.
The "X vs Y" correlation coefficient of the percentage rank in
high school graduating class was mildly positive overall, but varied

from - .04 to .22.

The rank in high school graduating class was in-

tended to represent a measure of native ability.

It is expected that

the correlation o.f a good measure of native ability -would be either constant or increasing over time.

As the correlation coefficient for the

percentage rank in high school graduating class was erratic, it was
most likely not a good measure of native ability.
The correlation coefficient for parents income was mildly positive and relatively constant.

Parent's income was intended to repre-

sent the family status and, as such, was expected to be positive and
constant.
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Four variables were used to represent classes of.the population

of the area in which the individual works.

were not statistically significant:

Three of these variables

(1) open country, (2) population

of less than 40,000, and (3) population of 40,000 to 100,000.

The

correlation coefficients for the variable for those who worked in open

country were negative in the early years after college graduation, but
became mildly positive
tained.

in

the last few years for which data were ob-

All those who work in open country had an occupation associ-

ated with agriculture.

A possible explanation for the time trend for

the correlation coefficient•is that those in agricultural occupations
need several years to become established. 2

The correlation coefficient

for the variable which represented those who worked in towns with population of less than 40,000 was strongly negative and relatively constant.

Wages in small towns are traditionally low, so the results were

as expected.

The correlation coefficient for the variable representing

those who worked in cities with a population of 40,000 to 100,000 was
constant and neutral (extremes were - .11 to .Os).

Again, this result

was expected as wages of cities this size were expected to be higher

than th.ose of small towns, but lower than those of very large cities.

2nie variations in income of those employed in agriculture are
often explained by fluctuations in the agricultural market. This
explanation does not apply in this case, however, because the income
of only four of the t welve individuals in the agricultural category
would fluctuate with the agricultural market (see Table 13).
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Discus sion of the data shown in Table 9 does not involv~ speculation, as did the comments above, because the variables and regression
equations are statistically significant.

The results of the muitiple

regression equation for 1969 did not follow the trend established by
the other regression equations, and is not included_ in the following

discussion.

The correlation coefficient results were as expected for

the variables representing the number of dependents, and those individuals who w-orked in cities with a population over 100,000, but were
the opposite of what was expected for the variables representing the

number of people in the high school graduating class and the number

of years of schooling completed by father.
The correlation coeffic-ients for the four significant variables

had all been expected to be positive.

The wages in large cities tend

to be higher than those in areas of smaller population, and the larger
the number of dependents the higher motivation factor expected.

As

expected, the correlation coefficients for both of these variables were

strongly positive for the years through 1966.

The correlation coef-

~icients for these variables were only mildly positive for 1967 and

1968.

The reason for this drop in the correlati~n coefficient for the

number of dependents may be that the motivational urge of a large family decreas es _o ver time.

The reason for the drop in the c-orrelation

coefficient for those working in large cities is not explained.

The correlation coefficients for the number of people in the high
school graduating class began as mildly negative and became strongly
negative in the later years for which data were collected.

This
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• variable was intended to measure the effect on income of the popula-

tion of t he area in which the ind i vidual was raised.

It was expected

that those raised in areas of large population would earn higher incomes than those raised in areas of less population for two reasons:
(1) those r a ised in areas of large population have the greatest tendency to live in areas of larger population and higher wages, and
(2) thos e raised in areas of small population who move to the large
cities f ac e adjustment problems that may lower income.

Two factors

may expla in why the results were the opposite of what was expected.
First, the va st majority of the gradua t es of South Dakota State University went to high schools in the upper midwest where the only large

city is Minneapolis-St. Paul.

So, with the one exception, the dif-

ferences in area populations were small , so few individuals gained
much adva ntage from the area in which he wa s raised.
could ma ke the coefficient of the variable neutral.

This factor
The second factor

is only c onjecture by the writer, but does explain why the coefficient
is negative .

The students in smaller high schools often develop high

degrees of confidence because they can excel in many activities.

Stu~

dents in large high schools face much more compe~ition from other
students, and usually can excel in only a f ew activities, and the
average degree -of self confidence is lower than that of the students

from smaller schools.

This greater degree of self confidence of

students from smaller schools could explain why those individuals
from smaller high school graduating clas s es earn higher incomes.
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The regression coefficient _
o f the number of years of schooling

completed by father was s trongly negative.

This variable was designed

to represent the social c lass of the individu.al's family and was e_
x-

pected t o be positive.
results i s unknown.
sition.

The reason for the reversal of the expected

The writer's explanation is a two part suppo-

Firs t, the upper midwest does not have as great class

distinctions as do other areas; t here is neither a large lower class

nor a large upper class.

(Fr om t he sample of 55 graduates, 6 reported

father's income of less than $4,000 per year and 4 reported father's

income of over $12,000 per year).

So, few individuals from the mid-

west have large financial advantages or disadvantages because of their
~amily c1Ass.

Secondly, those individuals from families of the lower

e1asses who complete their college degree probably possess ~ore personal
determinat ion than those individuals vho complete their college degree
from the upper class where completion of ~ollege is the norm.

The

extra personal determination or the college graduates from the lower
classes, combined with the fact tha.t the ~lass differences are less

distinct than i n other areas, may -have caused the correlation coeffieient
'to be the r everse of vhat was expected.
The f inal contribution o·f the empirical model was the calculation

of the soc ial rate of return to the investment in the college education of the chosen population of graduates.
return was 19 per cent.

The internal-rate-of-

As this figure was calculated by a detailed

s t udy of one graduating class of one univers ity, it's results cannot
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be accurately compared with cross sectional studies which used gen-

eralized cost figures.

The only comparable study of a single univer-

sity's graduating class was Dr. Craft's work.

Craft calculated ·a

social rate of return of 17.9 per cent. 3

CONCLUSION

This study deve l oped and tested a -model to be used to determine ·
the social economic return to the investment in the college education

of a single graduating clas~.

The writer believes that this model can

be used as a base for any study of the social rate of return to the

education ·of one graduating class of a university.

3 Craft, p. · 90.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF DETERMINATION OF THE COST OF FIXED CAPITAL
. APPROACHES OF THE GENERAL MODE.., TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AND

THE BUY OR RENT DECISION

The approach used in this paper to estimate the total cost of
fixed investments in equipment, land and buildings may be considered
unique since it differs from both the traditional method used for
financial statements and the method used in buy or rent decisions.

This paper's approach state'd the cost of fixed capitai as maintenance
depreciation and the cost of alternative investment opportunities

lost because money was tied up in fixed capital.
Maintenance and depreciation are included in total cost because
they are direct costs.

There is, of course, no depreciation or main-

tenance costs for land.

The rationale behind charging an opportunity

cost to fixed capital is that the services provided by the money invested could be used for something other than providing education at
South Dakota State University.

If the fixed capital had not been pur-

chased, the money could have been used for some other social purpose.
Alternatively, even after the fixed capital was purchased, the services
of the fixed capital could be used for a purpose other than education.

-. In the genera l model, if the school rented fixed capital, rent was
the only cost as the owner absorbed the costs of maintenance, depreciation and opportuni ty cost.

In the case of school owned fixed assets,

each component of total cost had to be determined separately.
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Maintenance costs were obtained from the school's financial report.
Yearly depreciation costs were calculated using original costs, the

year the building was constructed, the total number of years of useful
life and the composite construction table.

Opportunity costs were

approximated by charging a yearly cost equal to the local bond rate of
interest multiplied by the present value of capital investment.
Toe cost of fixed assets in a traditional financial statement
consists of two components, maintenance and depreciation.
does not consider opportunity cost.
general model

'~s

Accounting

The methods differ because the

an economic model, and as such, must include oppor-

_tunity costs.
The general model also differs from the buy or rent decision.
the buy -o r rent decision, two series of costs are compared.

In

One series

of costs represents the costs occurring if the fixed asset is rented;
the second series represents the situation if the fixed asset is purchased.

As an illustration, consider the simple case of a piece of

equipment that may be leased at "l" per year or purchased at price "p".

The yearly maintenance cost is "m".
of each year.

Both 1 and mare paid at the end

The equipment will have a -useful life of five years and

will have zero salvage value.

The applicable rate of inte::rest is "r".

Formula one represents the present value (PV) of costs if the equipment
is rented.

Formula two is the present value of costs if the equipment

is purchased.
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(1) PV

= _:l_

1

.·

1

1

l+r - (l+r) 2 - (l+r) 3 - (l+r) 4

(2) PV = - p -

m

(l+r)

m

(l+r) 2

m

(l+r )3

m

(l+r) 4

m

(l+r) 5

the option whi ch has the smallest present value of costs will be
selected.
In the buy of rent decision, either option will provide the same
equipment.

The revenue figures are not included because they are identi-

cal for both options • . Depreciation is not considered because the entire
purchase price is included in the present value formula for the buying
option, and is the responsibility of the leaser if the renting alter-

native is chosen.
The basic difference between the general model's approach and the

buy or rent decision is that the latter considered the entire life of

the- fixed asse·t while the general model considered only four years of
asset life.

For rented assets, this difference is minor; it means only

that payment of rent would be considered by the general model for a
period of only four years instead of for the entire life of the asset.
However, in the case of purchased capital, the difference is more
significant.

The general model considered only a portion of the as s et's

life, and therefore must charge depreciation, while the buy or rent
decision considered the entire purchase price.
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APPENDIX B

DEVELOPMENT OF AGE-INCOME DIFFERENTIAL TIME SERIES EQUATION
USING GORIA HANOCH'S DATA
Goria Hanoch estimated the expected earnings at selected ages for
northern white male high school graduates and college graduates. 1
Column 2 and column 3 of Table 12 present Hanoch's estimate of high
school graduates and college graduates, respectively.

The income dif-

ferential was calculated by subtracting the high school graduates'
income from the college graduates' income for each age.

The income

differential for each age is shown in column 4 of Table 12.

The age-income differential time series equation was calculated
by regression analysis.

The income differential was entered in the

regression analysis as the dependent variable, and the respective age
wa'S entered as the dependent variable.

The regression equation yielded

was:

Y= - 1770 - 17.87X + 7.0lX

2

-

- .088X

3

Y = income d~fferential
X = age
The coefficient of determination of this regression equation equaled

0.994-

1Hanoch, p. 316.
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Table 12
Income Di:f:ferential of Northern White Males :for
Selected Ages Calculated from Ha:hoch' s Data

2

1

Age

Expected High School
Graduates' Average
Incomea

27
37
47
57
67

4461
6052
6281
6023
3887
8 Figures

3·
_Expected College
Graduat.es' Average
Incomea

· 5662
8713
10109
9617
5964

are for northern Yhite males~

4
Income ·
Di:f:ferential

1141
2661
3828
3654
2072 .
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE AND FINDINGS
The questionnaire used in this study is presented in Figure 4.
Two complete mailings of 118 questionnaires were accomplished 30 days
apart.

Eighty nine questionnaires were returned.
naires revealed no duplicates.

Comparison of question-

Fifty five questionnaires whose infor-

Jilation could be used in the regression equation were returned.

Eight of

these questionnaires were received with one element of data missing
which could be supplied by the writer with a reasonable degre·e of

accuracy:

{1) three questionnaires did not include rank in high school

graduating class, (2) four questionnaires did not include high school
grade point average, and (3) one questionnaire did not report respondents age.

From the 47 complete question_n aires, a relationship between

rank in class and grade point average was roughly established.

Using

the given rank in class or grade point average, a figure for the missing data was supplied.

The median age of the other 54 questionnaires

was used in the questionnaire which did not repo~t the respondent's
age.

The mean distance from parents' home to South Dakota State University was reported by the questionnaires as 148 miles.

The mean gross .

earnings per year while the individual attended college was reported as
$1,269.

Three respondents reported ownership of farms.

No self owned
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h.lsinesses were reported.

The number of months residence in South

Dakota since college graduation was 1321 of a possible 495Q months.
Nine of the fifty five people reported continuo~s or near continuous
residence in South Dakota since graduation.
Table 13 presents both the father's reported occupation and -the
respondent~s current occupation.

Table 13 also shows the category each

occupation was placed in for the multiple regression analysis.

Table

14 presents the data from the questionnaire used in the multiple re-

gression analysis.

Each horizontal line presents data from one indi-

vidual in Table 14 .

Thirty questionnaires reported completion or near completion of
advanced degrees.

The infonnation received about the advanced degrees

is presented in Table 15.
Four questionnaires were returned with two or more pieces of infonnation not completed.

These four questionnaires were disgraded.
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Figure

4

Questionnaire

l. Have you rec·e ived any degree(s) in addition to your Bachelor's Degree . tram. South Dakota State University?
Yes

-----

No

----

_Ir you've answered no, please continue with question 2.
It you've answered yes, please state degree(s) and university(s) and
return the questionnaire in the envelope ·provided. Do not fill out re-mainder or questionnaire.

2.

Distance f'rom parents• horn to South Dakota State University? ·
miles.

------3.

Did you commute daily from your parents' home to college?
Yes

----

No

----

4. What vere your average gross earnings per year while in college, including earnings from summer jobs, part time jobs, etc.? $_______
5.

Current occupation ( check one 1
Salesman____

Engineer:
mechanical

Banker or Accountant_ _ __

electrical

Manager____

industrial

Farmer_ _ __

-

-·- ·---

-----

---civil
----

Geo1ogist____

aerospace_ _ __

Biological Scientist_ _ __

other (please state

----

Agricultural Scientist_ _ __
Forester____

Chemist or Physicist

Farm Advisor_ _ __

Mathe~atician or
Statistician

----
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Figure 4 (Continued)

Journalist

Teacher

----

Other (please state)

Social Scientist

----

6. High school grade point average?

(A= 4.0)

-7 .

Rank. in high school graduating class'!

8.

Number

or people

-----:%

In top

in your high school graduating class?

9. Parents' average income while you were in high school?
thousand dollars) $_____ ,000.00
10.

-----

(nearest

How ~..any years of schooling did your father complete?

years (include all fora.m education, high school, trade school, college)

ll.

What is your father's occuaption
Is your mother employed :full time?
What is your mother 1 s occupation?

Yes

----

No

------------------·--average? (A= 4.0)
------June 1962?--------

12.

What was your college grade point

13.

Your age, to the nearest year, in

14.

What is the population of the area in which you are working?

(ch 7ck

one)
• Open country_ _ _ _Less than 40,000____40,000 to 100,000_ __

Over 100,000_ _ __

15. Present number of dependents including yourself?
16.

Your personal gross earnings (earnings BEFORE taxes)

REMINDER:

This questionnaire is anonymous.

Please do not include earings from investments, i.e., interest,
dividends, rent, capital gains, etc.

I~ you filed a joint income tax . return with one source of -income,
the information is found on line 11 of the main page of the 1969

form· on line 2 of the 1962 and 1963 1040 forms; and on line 5 of
the ~ther 1040 forms and all ' of the 1040 A forms. THE SAME LINES
APPLY FOR SINGLE RETURNS.
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Figure

4 (Continued)

If you joint return lists separate sources of income for you and
your wire, please indicate your income.

FROM

TO

GROSS INCOME

June 1962

Dec. 1962

Jan. 1963

Dec. 1963

Jan. 1964

Dec. 1964

$

Jan. 1965

Dec. 1965

$

Jan. 1966

Dec . . 1966

$

Jan. 1967

Dec. l967

$

Jan. · 1968

Dec. 1968

$

Jan. 1969

Dec. 1969

$

17. When have you lived in South Dakota?

t'rom

Number of months of
period you lived in
South Dakota

to

1962

Dec. 1962

months

Jan. 1963

Dec. 1963

months

Jan. 1964

Dec. 1964

months

Jan. 1965

Dec. 1965

months.

Jan.• 1966

Dec. 1966

months

Jan. 1967

Dec. 1967

months

Jan. 1968

Dec. 1968

months

Jan. 1969

Dec. 1969

months

June

18..

Do you own your mm farr.i o-r

business?

Yes _ __

No

----
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Figure 4 (Continued)

If you've a.nsvered no, do not continue questionnaire.
.turn in envelope provided..

Please re-

If' you~ve ans.-rered yes, please ansT.rer question 19.

19.

Note: If you business or farm is a partnership or a corporation,
list only your share of the inves tme nt~
What is the estimated market value of your investment in the business
or in the farm~s land and equipment? $

--------

Please return questionnaire in envelope provided.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
COOPERATION
\
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Table 13
OccuRations Reported by Questionnaires

1. Fathers" Occupation:
Occupation

Iu:n.ber

,2

-

Par-er
lfaneger
Carpenter

Balle.man
Betlred
Deceased

2.

.1

Current .Occupation

---

..

1
1
1
l.

Doctor

or

Respondents:

·-- · -

Multiple ·Regression Category

Number

Occupa.tion

\

..

'\

.

Science .

Business

Armed
Forces

Agriculture

2

5

Kanager
Pumer

2

3 ·

I

Jara Adviser

2
l
l

X

• aecha:lica1
;

11

.

-

..

6

X

X
X

'

·,

Statistician
Sr-steII:.S Analyst

.

--

-

elec:trica1
civil
agricultural
Cbemt.st or Physicist
llatbematician or

8

%

2

X

1

X

l

X

l
l

X

~ed Forces

5

Supervisory Appraiser
f>ersonnel Acbi nistra tor
hoduction Superviser
lancber · .
Extension Ser-rices
listriet Cooserva.tlonist
Cattle BU]er
Ur1ine Pilot
~ Insf'!Ctor
.esource Conservationist
J'ublie !!~al.th
~ioche:?1ist

l
1
1

;...a·

X

X

..

'.

Airline
Pilot

X

Salesman
knker or Accountant

Teacher
Social Scientist
SD.g:lneer

Social

Science

-

-

X

-

-

..
'

X
X
X

X
X

l,

I

1
~

X
I

2

l

X

2

1

X

1
l
1

X
X
X
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Advanced Degrees Reported by Questionnaire

Wading on Master Degree:
Two people reported that they were attending graduate school and
expected to complete their work for a Masters degree shortly.
Master Degrees:
University of Arizona,
Master of Agricultural Education.

Creighton University,

M.S.
University of Iova,
Master of Arts> Physical Therapy, 1967.
Mankota State College,
M.S.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology~
M.S. in Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Michigan State University,

M.S.
Borth Carolina State University,
M.S. Agricultural Engineering.
Borthern State College,
M.A., 1968.
M.A., 1968.

University of South Dakota,

M.B.A.
South Dakota State University,
Masters of Education.
M.S., School of Agriculture, 1964
M.S., Wildlife Biology with Fisheries option.

M.S.
M.S., 1964.

Syracuse University,
Master of Public Administration, Maxwell School
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~able.15 (continued)
University of Washington,
M.S., Aeronautics and Astronautics.
University of' Wisconsin,
M.S., Civil Engineering, 1966.

Working on PhD.:

(Master degree in parenthesis)

University of Arizona,
Agronomy-Genetics, (M.S., South Dakota State University,
· Agronomy) •
University of Colorado,
(Certificat Institut D'Etudie Politi~ue, University of
Paris; M.P.A., University of Colorado).
North Dakota State University,
(M.S., North Dakota State University).

University of Oklahoma,
{M.S., South Dakota State University).

Doctorates:

{Master degree in parenthesis)

University of Arizona,
(M.S., University of Arizona.).
1

Colorado State University,
(M. Ed., Colorado State University).
George Washington University,
J;D. (M.P.A., Syracuse University, LL.B, University of

Miami, 1965).
Michigan State University,
1968 (M.S., South Dakota State University, 1964).

University of Minnesota,
MD .

University of Missouri,
1970 (M.A., University of Missouri, 1965).

University of Nebraska,
(M.S., University of Nebraska).
Purdue,

(M.S., Electrical Engineering, Purdue).
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APPENDIX D

Tabie 16
Consumer Price Indexes

Year

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Consumer Price Index
tBase 1957-59

Base 1958

100.7
101.5
103.1
104.2
105.4
106.7
108.1
109.9
113.1
116.3
121..2
127.7

100.0
100.8
102.3
103.4
104.6a
105.9
107.3
109.1
112.3
115.4
120.3b
126.8c

8u. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
Stat.e s: 1963, 84th ed. (Washington: Government Printing Office) , p.
356.

°u.

S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United

States: 1969, 90th ed. (Washington: Government Printing Office), p.

345.
ccoun~il of Economic Advisors, Economic Indicators, (Washington :
Government Printing Office, May, 1970), p. 26.
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APPENDIX E
ESTIMATED AVERAGE INCOME OF WHITE l"tALE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES BORN

IN 1940 FOR 1958 THROUGH 1969

the empirical model requires . an estimate of the white male high
school graduates, born in 1940, income for the years 1_958 through 1969.

The Bureau of the Census provided estimates of the average income of

all male high school graduates born in 1940:
1958 - $1,812
1961 - $3,004

1963 - $3,974
1964

$4,600

1966 - $5,753 1
To expand this data over the necessary years, a time-series regression
analysis was accomplished.

.

The equation Y = 1480. 3 + 308. 6X + 18. 6X

was yielded with Y equaling income and X equaling years (1958 = 1).

2

The

regression equation's coefficient of determination was 0.9992.
The estimated average income of the male high school graduates is

shown in column 4 of Table 17.

lu.

s.

It was then necessary to develop an

Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series

P-60 No. 56, "Annual Mean Income, Lifetime Income, and Educational

Attainment of Men in the United States, for Selected Years, 1956 to
1966," (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1958), pp. 32-51.
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adjustment factor to determine the estimated income of white male high
school graduates.

The percentage of non-white population was 12.7 in

1960 and 12.18 in 1968.

2

The diff~rence between white and non-white

incomes was found for five years as shONn in column 1 of Table 17. 3
The estimate of the ·difference between white and non-white income

between 1955 and 1965 was obtained by assuming a constant 121 dollar

increase per year.

The estimate for 1968 and 1969 was the constant

1965 through 1967 average.

The estimated differences are sh~vn in

column 2 of Table 17.
Assuming that the frequency by sex and age group was equal for

both white and non-white populations:
NYt = KYw + ( n - K) (Yw - D)

n = total number of people
K

= number of whites

D = difference between white and non-white average incomes
Yw = mean white income

Yt = mean income of total population
The above equation defines to:

Y.
w

= y ~ rf n t

-\

n

K)

2u. s. Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstract 1969, P·. 23.
3 Ibid., P· 322.
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The population figures mentioned above show (n~K) as .1270 in 1960, and
.1218 in 1969.

The estimate of (n~K) shown in column 3 of Table 17 was

obtained by assuming the population ratio was constant before 1960 and
declined by .00065 per year after 1960.

The adjustment factor developed to obtain an estimate of the
average white high school graduates' income from an estimate of the
average high school graduates' income wa.s n(n~K).

The adjustment

factor shown in column 5 of Table 17 was .calculated by multiplying
column 2 by column 3 for e~ch year.

Thearerage estimated income of

male white high school graduates' is shown in column 6 and was calculated by adding column

4

to column 5 for each year.

The total estimated income of a white high school graduate from
June 1962 through December 1969 was $455,515, which is an average of
$6,069 per year.

Table 18 presents the estimated earnings of white

high school graduates for the school years ending in June of 1959, 1960,
1961 and 1962.

This estimate was calculated by using the assumption

that one half of each years earnings were earned before July 1 of each
year ..

•

Table 17
Estimated Average Income of White Male High School Graduates

Born in 1940 for the Years 1958 through 1969
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Table 18
Estimated Average Income of Male White High School ·
Graduates During the Scho.ol Years Ending
June 30, 1959 through June 30, 1962

School Year Ending

,._.

Estimated Average Income
White High School
Graduate

.June 30, 1959

$2304

June 30,

1960

$2701

June 30,

1961

$3133

June ·30, 1962

$3603
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APPEl\'DIX F

ESTIMATION OF MEDIAN INCOME OF SOUTil DAKOTA FARMERS
FOR 1962 THROUGH 1969
Information on the median income of male South Dakota farmers
was found for only 1959 and equaled $2,160. 1
come

The national median in-

for farmers and farm managers was found for selected years:
Year

1955

1960

1965

1966

1967

Median I ncome

$1,283

$1,941

$2,985

$3,459

$3,439 2

Estimates of the national median farm income for 1959, and for
1961 through 1964 were calculated by assuming a constant change per
year between the years for which data was found.

Estimates for 1968 and

1969 were calcula ted by using the average yearly income change between

1960 and 1967.

Estimates for years 1959 through 1969 are shown in

column 2 of Table 19.
In 1959, the median South Dakota farm income was equal to 119.4
per cent of the estimated national median farm income.

Assuming t his

factor to be constant, the South Dakota median farm income was estimated
by mu ltiplying ea ch years national median by 1-194.

The est,imated South

Dakota median fann income for each year is shewn in column 3 of Table

19.

1u. s. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
States: 1962 , 83rd ed. (Washington : Government Printing Office,
196'.2) , p. 321.
2u.

s.

Burea u of the Census , Statistical Abstract:

1969, p. 231. ·
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Table 19
Estimated Median Income of South Dakota
Farmers 1959 through 1969

Year

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Estimated National
Median Farmers
Income

1809
1941
2150
2359
2568
2777
2985
3459
3439
3626
3813

Estimated South
Dakota Median
Farmers Income

2160
2318
2567
2518
3066
3316
3564
4136
4166
4329
4553

